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ABSTRACT 

 

This study examined three synonymous verbs in English, namely respond, 

reply, and answer, concerning their grammatical patterns, collocations, and degree of 

formality compared and contrast between British English and American English. The 

data were drawn from Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English Online and two 

corpora, namely the British National Corpus (BNC) and the Corpus of Contemporary 

American English (COCA). It was discovered that these three verbs cannot be used 

interchangeably in every context. Regarding the shared patterns as well as the different 

patterns, each word has its distinguishing pattern. In terms of collocations, only the 

word question/questions can co-occur with all three verbs. For the degree of formality, 

the results showed that respond can be used in both formal and informal contexts. 

However, when considering the frequency of occurrence in the academic genre, 

respond occurred more often than answer and reply, so it can be concluded that it is the 

most formal word. The results also revealed no significant difference between 

American and British native speakers in terms of the usage of these three synonymous 

verbs. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

In learning English, vocabulary is one of the most important things that L2 

learners must pay attention to in order to avoid miscommunication in the target 

language. Lexical items convey the main meaning of the message, so it can lead to 

misunderstanding if the wrong word is used (Hemchua & Schmitt, 2006). In particular, 

the words that share similar meanings called synonyms are difficult to select because 

they share similar senses of meaning but cannot be used interchangeably. Although 

some words convey the same meaning, they might occur in different grammatical 

structures. Moreover, they might have their own fixed collocations as well as degree of 

formality. Therefore, L2 learners need to learn and master these differences in order to 

use English effectively. Learners who would like to improve their English skills thus 

need to master synonyms (Phoocharoensil, 2010). 

This study aims to examine a set of synonyms, namely respond, reply, and 

answer, selected from the research of Yumanee (2011) on the collocation errors of 60 

high school students in Thailand. A multiple-choice test and a translation test were 

distributed to the participants. The findings showed that students were unable to choose 

the correct collocation. One of the causes is a lack of ability to differentiate the 

synonyms. This is an example of a sentence for which students made the wrong choice: 

“We keep dialing this number but it seems that no one responds/replies the 

telephone. While the correct answer is: answer the telephone.”  

This is a good example of choosing the wrong synonym because students did 

not recognize the collocation. Accordingly, it is one of the synonymous aspects that this 

study aims to examine. 

There have been various studies about synonyms. Almost all the results have 

shown that synonyms cannot be used interchangeably; these types of words are called 

near or loose synonyms rather than perfect or strict synonyms.  

Respond, reply, and answer is a set of synonyms, but they might have 

differences as well. Moreover, as these words were misused by the students in the 
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research of Yumanee (2011), this study would like to further examine the similarities 

and differences in terms of grammatical patterns, collocations, and degree of formality. 

Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (LDOCE, 2016) was used to obtain the 

meaning and patterns of these verbs. Then, the British National Corpus (BNC) and the 

Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) were selected to compare the 

information from the dictionary as well as to investigate the differences in terms of 

usage between the American and British native speakers.  

 

1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

 1.2.1 What are the similarities and differences among three synonymous verbs, 

namely respond, reply, and answer, in terms of the grammatical patterns, collocations, 

and the degree of formality? 

 1.2.2 What are the similarities and differences in using respond, reply, and 

answer between British English and American English? 

 

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

 1.3.1 To find out the similarities and differences among respond, reply, and 

answer in terms of grammatical patterns, collocations, and the degree of formality. 

 1.3.2 To investigate the similarities and differences in using respond, reply, and 

answer between BNC and COCA. 

 

1.4 DEFINITION OF TERMS 

1.4.1 L2 learner refers to learners who study English as a second language. 

  1.4.2 Synonym is “a word with the same meaning as another word in the same 

language” (Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English: LDOCE, 2016)  

 1.4.3 Near or loose synonym refers to a pair or group of words that share a 

similar meaning but cannot be used interchangeably in all contexts. 

 1.4.4 Perfect or strict synonym refers to a pair or group of words that share 

similar meaning and can be used interchangeably in all contexts. 
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  1.4.5 Lexical item is word or vocabulary. 

 1.4.6 Denotation means the main meaning of a word. 

 1.4.7 Connotation refers to the implied meaning of a word. 

 1.4.8 Register or genre refers to the style of using language in particular 

situations, such as formal and informal situations. 

 1.4.9 Syntax refers to the grammatical arrangement of words in a sentence. 

 1.4.10 Corpus means a collection of authentic texts stored in a computer 

database. 

   

1.5 SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

 This study focused on the base forms of the verbs respond, reply, and answer, 

both as transitive and intransitive verbs, in terms of their grammatical patterns, 

collocations, and the degree of formality. The research was limited to only 200 

concordance lines to compare and contrast between British English and American 

English for each verb, which were drawn from generalized corpora - the British 

National Corpus (BNC) and the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA).   

 

1.6 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

 In learning English, vocabulary is one of the most important factors because 

lexical items convey the main meaning. Without adequate vocabulary, the receiver 

cannot understand the meaning that the sender wants to communicate. Wilkins (1972, 

pp.111-112) as cited in Alfaki (2015) wrote “…while without grammar very little can 

be conveyed, without vocabulary nothing can be conveyed”. Lewis (1993, p.89) as cited 

in Alfaki (2015) wrote “Lexis is the core or heart of language”. These statements 

indicate the significance of lexicon in learning and communication in English. 

However, some words have more than one meaning and this causes problems for L2 

learners in regard to choosing the correct word in each context, grammatical pattern, or 

collocation. Studying synonyms would help L2 learners better understand the use of 

words with similar meanings, especially a set of words that are used in daily life like 
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respond, reply, and answer.  However, a word can have the same meaning as another 

word in the language and this causes problems for L2 learners to choose the correct 

one. 

 

1.7 ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY 

      This study is divided into five chapters. Chapter one is the introduction. It gives 

the importance of synonyms and the aim of the research. Chapter two contains the 

review of literature and relevant research studies on the concept of corpus and 

synonyms, as well as previous studies about synonyms. The methodology is provided 

in chapter three. Chapter four will present the results of the study and lastly the 

conclusion, discussion, and recommendations are contained in chapter five. 
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CHAPTER 2  

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

This chapter reviews the literature in three main areas: (1) the concept of corpus, 

(2) the concept of synonyms, and (3) relevant research studies    

 

2.1 THE CONCEPT OF CORPUS  

 The concept of a computer-based corpus was first introduced in 1961 by W. 

Nelson Francis and Henry Kucera at Brown University in the United States. They are 

the founders of the Brown corpus, which is the first electronic collection of English 

texts for linguistic research purposes. 

 The word corpus (plural corpora) is from a Latin word which means body.         

Formerly, the word corpus was used to refer to the body of work by a single author 

such as “The Shakespeare corpus” or refer to collections of linguistic examples on slips 

of paper as well, but nowadays corpus usually refers to a computer-based collection of 

authentic texts (Lindquist, 2009, p. 3). 

  O’Keeffe, McCarthy, & Carter (2007:1) explain corpus as an electronic 

collection of naturally-occurring examples of language used in both written and spoken 

contexts, which is a systematic or principled collection available for qualitative and 

quantitative analysis. The Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (2016) 

defines corpus in two ways. Previously, corpus meant a “a collection of all the writing 

of a particular kind or by a particular person: the entire corpus of Shakespeare’s works”. 

The more recent definition means “a large collection of written or spoken language, 

which is used for studying the language: a corpus of spoken English”. 

According to Bennett (2010) there are about eight types of corpora:                       

(1) generalized, (2) specialized, (3) learner, (4) pedagogic, (5) historical, (6) parallel, 

(7) comparable, and (8) monitor. Each type of corpora is suitable for a specific purpose 

of study. For example, the generalized corpus is appropriate for the general area of 

linguistic study because it is the broadest type and a large corpus that contains a variety 

of texts numbering more than 10 million words. The British National Corpus (BNC), 

the American National Corpus (ANC), and the Corpus of Contemporary American 

English (COCA) are examples of generalized corpora. These corpora contain the texts 
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from newspapers, magazines, fiction, nonfiction, scholarly journals, informal 

conversations, government proceedings, and business meetings, which provide a whole 

picture of a language to users. 

Nowadays, corpus plays a crucial role in linguistics, so the study of language 

based on the use of computerized corpora is called corpus linguistics. One of the 

purposes of corpus linguistics is in the area of dictionary making. The pioneer corpus-

based dictionary is Cobuild Dictionary (Cobuild stands for Collins Birmingham 

University International Language Database). This dictionary was created in 1980 by 

using The Bank of English (BoE) corpus for compiling it, and most dictionaries 

currently claim that they are corpus-based. 

This present study employed the British National Corpus (BNC) as the source 

of British English texts for comparison with the language used in American English 

that is contained in the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA). Text taken 

from corpus is called a ‘concordance line’. It can occur in a complete sentence or be a 

part of a sentence. Each concordance line presents the target word in bold font between 

its contexts. Below are the examples of five concordance lines from the BNC with the 

target word ‘big’. 

Figure 1. Example of concordance lines 

 

 

 

 

 

Notice that examples four and five present complete sentences. Examples one and three 

display only the beginning of sentences while example two shows the middle of 

uncompleted sentence. These are the material that corpus users take to study. 

The reason these two sources were the target instruments is because they are 

large and generalized corpora which store a variety of authentic examples and this study 
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aimed to explore the features of the synonymous verbs respond, reply, and answer in 

daily life usage. 

 

2.1.1 The British National Corpus (BNC) 

The BNC is a large and free computer-based corpus that stores 100 million 

words of British English from both written and spoken texts. The BNC project is a co-

operation between Oxford University, Lancaster University, The British Library, 

Longman Group Ltd and Chambers. It started in 1991 and took three years to compile 

(Leech, 1992). Nowadays, the BNC is widely used in linguistics research. For instance, 

Hanks, who is a pioneer of corpus-based study, also used the BNC in 1996 to investigate 

synonymous verbs including urge, incite, bother, and abandon.  

 

2.1.2 The Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) 

The COCA is the largest corpus of American English in use. It was created 

by Mark Davies, Professor of Corpus Linguistics at Brigham Young University. The 

corpus is freely accessible with 520 million words of American English compiled from 

1990 to 2015. It contains varieties of texts such as, spoken, fiction, popular magazines, 

newspapers, and academic journals. Nowadays, it is also widely used by about tens of 

thousands of people each month (Wikipedia, 2016). 

   

2.2 THE CONCEPT OF SYNONYMS 

 Cambridge Dictionaries Online (2016) defines a synonym as “a word or phrase 

that has the same or nearly the same meaning as another word or phrase in the same 

language: The words ‘small’ and ‘little’ are synonyms”. 

 Oxford Learner’s Dictionaries (2016) also provides a similar definition as “a 

word or expression that has the same or nearly the same meaning as another in the same 

language: ‘big’ and ‘large’ are synonyms”.    

However, Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English Online (2016) 

provides a slightly different definition. It mentions only the same meaning, so synonym 

means “a word with the same meaning as another word in the same language: ‘shut’ is 
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a synonym of ‘closed’”. This shows that Longman Dictionary is less concerned about 

strict and loose synonyms.  

 The term ‘synonymy’ in English has its origin from the Greek word 

‘sunonumon’, which means ‘having the same name’; thus, in English, a synonym is 

used to show the relationship between two words that have the same meaning. 

 

2.2.1 Strict and loose synonyms 

Many linguists have divided synonyms into ‘strict or absolute’ and 

‘loose’ synonyms. Two words that are considered to be strict synonyms may be used 

interchangeably with one another in all contexts. However, some linguists argue that 

the meaning of a word changes slightly in different contexts. For example, the words 

‘sky’ and ‘heaven’ both have physical and spiritual meanings, but ‘sky’ normally 

represents the physical while ‘heaven’ denotes the spiritual. Another type of synonym 

is a loose synonym, which refers to words that cannot be substituted in every context 

without the denotation changing. For example, ‘find’ and ‘discover’ are exchangeable 

in the context of Lydia found/discover the ball behind the garden shed; but not in the 

context of Marie Curie discovered radium in 1898 (Jackson & Amvela, 2000, pp. 107-

109). It is quite hard for L2 learners to distinguish synonyms because some words share 

a very close sense of meaning.  

The criteria used to distinguish synonyms can be classified into four 

categories: denotational variations, including propositional and fuzzy; stylistic 

variations, including dialect and register; expressive variation, including emotive and 

attitude; structural variations, including collocation, selection, and syntax (Edmonds & 

Hirst, 2002).   

The current study focused on structural and stylistic variations 

involving collocations, syntax or grammatical patterns, and register or degree of 

formality. 
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2.2.2 Criteria for distinguishing synonyms 

2.2.2.1 Grammatical Patterns 

   Although many synonyms share similar meanings, they could 

have different syntactic structure. For example, the two synonymous verbs sleepy and 

asleep have different grammatical structure. Asleep cannot be used before noun like 

asleep boy while sleepy boy can be used (Meemanan, 2013). 

    Phoocharoensil (2010) pointed out that ask and beg shared 

several structures as below: 

Ask/Beg + (somebody) + for + something 

Ask/Beg + somebody + to-V.inf 

Ask/Beg + to-V.inf 

Ask/Beg + that + Subject + V.inf 

However, they also form in different patterns as follows: 

Ask + (somebody) + if/whether 

Beg + (something) + (from + somebody) 

Chalong (2014) investigated the grammatical patterns of 

abandon, renounce, and relinquish. The findings showed that the three verbs shared 

two patterns as below: 

Abandon/Renounce/Relinquish + something 

Abandon/Renounce/Relinquish + somebody 

The words also form in different patterns as follows: 

   Abandon + somebody + to + something 

   Renounce + something + to + something 

   Relinquish + something + to + somebody 

 

2.2.2.2 Collocations 

Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (2016) defines 

collocation as “the way in which some words are often used together, or a particular 

combination of words used in this way.” For example “Commit a crime' is a typical 

collocation in English”. 
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The term “collocation” is from the Latin word “collocare” 

which means “to set in order/to arrange”. It was first introduced by John Rupert Firth 

in 1957 who was considered the father of collocation. In Firth’s view, a collocation is 

a combination of words that frequently co-occur (Martynska, 2004).  

According to Edmonds & Hirst (2002), the combination of 

single words or idioms can be considered a collocation as well. For example, the words 

‘task’ and ‘job’ can co-occur with different collocates. Task can be combined as ‘face 

a daunting task’ whereas cannot ‘face a daunting job’. Another example of a collocation 

is ‘rancid butter’. This is called a strong collocation because they co-occur very often 

and ‘rancid’ tends to go together only with ‘butter’ (Punyasuth, 2014).  

Yumanee (2011) conducted research on the error analysis of 

English collocations among Thai EFL students using two collocational tests. The 

findings showed that most students had a problem with Noun + Noun collocations such 

as ‘weather conditions’.   

Darvishi (2011) researched collocation errors in 

undergraduate students. He studied collocational errors in EFL college learners’ writing 

skill using a questionnaire approach and the BNC to analyze the information. He found 

that students’ mother tongue was the most influential factor leading to errors, followed 

by the limitation of the collocation concept, and interlingual transfer. 

  

2.2.2.3 Degree of Formality 

Style or formality is important when communicating in English 

as it shows the politeness of the speaker. To distinguish synonyms by considering the 

level of word formality is a smart way of learning English. 

Punyasuth (2014) studied the synonyms adjourn and postpone 

in terms of formality based on the COCA corpus. She found that the two words can be 

used in both formal and informal contexts. It was determined that adjourn is more 

formal than postpone because its collocations appeared in more formal contexts such 

as congress, session, and legislature. Moreover, adjourn tended to occur less often in 

informal contexts. 
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Liu & Espino (2012) studied the synonymous adverbs actually, 

genuinely, really, and truly based on the register in COCA. They found that really was 

the least formal because it most often occurred in the spoken register and least often in 

the academic genre. The words genuinely and truly were considered as the most formal 

because they had lower frequency of occurrence in the spoken register and higher 

frequency in the academic genre. 

 

2.3 RELEVANT RESEARCH  

Chung (2011) examined the similarities and differences between two 

synonymous verbs, namely create and produce, using three corpora, the Brown Corpus 

and the Frown Corpus (from ICAME) and compared the results to the British National 

Corpus (BNC) through the Sketch Engine (SkE) in order to analyze the similarities and 

differences of two near-synonyms. The findings showed that two words have two 

similarities in that they both appeared as an infinitive and the –ed forms as well as 

shared an overlapping sense of meaning such as happen, occur, and manufacturing a 

man-made product. On the other hand, the differences related to their objects; produce 

was usually followed by factories and farming but create was usually followed by small 

unit.  

Cai (2012) studied the differences in the meanings and uses among seven 

synonymous adjectives, namely awesome, excellent, fabulous, fantastic, great, terrific, 

and wonderful. The data were drawn from the Corpus of Contemporary American 

English (COCA). He found that in terms of meaning, fabulous, fantastic, terrific and 

awesome showed a positive meaning while great was more general. When considering 

connotations he found that fabulous and fantastic conveyed the sense of something 

incredible. In terms of usage, all seven adjectives were mainly used in the spoken genre, 

which is an informal context, and they have similar and different adverbs and noun 

collocations. Therefore, his findings support the idea that synonyms cannot be used 

interchangeably in every context. 

Figes (2013) examined three synonyms, namely want, fancy, and wish, focusing 

on the similarities and differences in terms of meaning, grammatical patterns, and 

genre. The British National Corpus (BNC) data and Longman Language Activator 
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Thesaurus online (2002) were used as the tool in this study. The findings showed that 

these three words had a similar sense in terms of meaning ‘want to have or do 

something’ but they had different grammatical structure as well as the degree of 

formality. In terms of grammatical pattern, want and wish had the same structure. It can 

be concluded that they both could be substituted in some contexts. In consideration of 

the degree of formality, wish was the most formal word, followed by want and fancy. 

Punyasuth (2014) studied the similarities and differences between the two 

synonymous verbs adjourn and postpone in terms of grammatical pattern, collocation, 

and degree of formality by using the COCA as an instrument. She found that these two 

verbs occurred in different patterns: adjourn tended to occur in more formal situations 

than postpone because it collocates with highly formal words such as congress, session, 

and senate. It can thus be concluded that they are loose synonyms.  

The results of the four studies above were similar. This supports the findings of 

many studies that synonyms cannot be used interchangeably in every context. 

Synonymous words retain their own characteristics. The most important thing that 

distinguishes synonyms is collocation followed by the level of word formality. 

Therefore, this study selected a set of synonyms from the English collocational error 

analysis of Thai EFL students by Yumanee 2011 for further study.  
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This chapter describes: (1) test item (2) data collection, and (3) data analysis. 

 

 3.1 TEST ITEM 

 The subjects of this study were three synonymous verbs: respond, reply, and 

answer. They share a similar sense of meaning in some contexts so it is difficult to 

distinguish them.  

 

3.2 DATA COLLECTION 

 Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English Online (LDOCE, 2016) 

together with the two generalized corpora namely the British National Corpus (BNC) 

and the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) were selected as the 

research instruments in this study. The reasons behind choosing these materials were 

because the BNC and the COCA are the largest British and American corpora. 

Moreover, they are freely accessible and widely used among English learners. The 

LDOCE was also selected as an instrument in this study because it provides a lot of 

information including definitions, examples, and pronunciation.  

 To conduct the research, the LDOCE was used to check the definition of the 

verbs respond, reply, and answer as well as the grammatical patterns. Then, the two 

corpora were used to collect 200 concordance lines for each word in each corpus, 

respectively. A total of 1,200 concordance lines were examined to observe the 

similarities and differences in terms of grammatical patterns while collocations were 

analyzed by selecting top ten noun collocates from the two corpora. Finally, the degree 

of formality was analyzed based on their genres. 

 The definition and grammatical patterns of each verb were collected from the 

dictionary. Then, the concordance lines were drawn from the two corpora provided on 

the websites http://corpus.byu.edu/bnc/ and http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/ by selecting 

KWIC display. In order to limit the particular part of speech to only the verbs of interest, 

a period was put between the target verb and speech tag in parenthesis like answer.[v*] 

and then the concordance lines were observed. Next, the genres were obtained by 
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choosing the CHART display and lastly, the collocations were drawn by selecting the 

LIST display with the noun collocates that followed the target verbs. 

 

3.3 DATA ANALYSIS 

 After retrieving the information from the BNC and the COCA, each of the 200 

concordance lines of each verb, i.e., respond, reply, and answer, were put into a 

spreadsheet. Then, the similarities and differences were investigated in terms of the 

grammatical patterns as well as the frequency of occurrence. Collocations were 

analyzed based on the frequency of noun collocates after the verbs and the degree of 

formality was determined by comparing the distribution in the genres. Finally, they 

were compared between British English and American English and conclusions were 

drawn. 
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CHAPTER 4  

RESULTS 

 The previous chapter explained the methodology used in the study. The data 

were drawn from three main sources: (1) Longman Dictionary of Contemporary 

English Online (LDOCE, 2016); (2) the British National Corpus (BNC); and (3) the 

Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA). This chapter reports the results 

on the similarities and differences between British English and American English in 

terms of grammatical patterns, collocations, and the degree of formality of three 

synonymous verbs respond, reply, and answer. The findings are presented in three parts 

based on key word study.  

 

4.1 RESPOND 

4.1.1 Definition from LDOCE 

a. (vi.) to do something as a reaction to something that has been said 

or done [= react] 

b. (vi., vt.) to say or write something as a reply 

c. (vi.) to improve as a result of a particular kind of treatment 

 

4.1.2 Patterns form LDOCE 

a. respond + to + something 

e.g. She has responded well to treatment. 

b. respond + by doing something 

e.g. The US responded by sending troops into Laos. 

c. respond + with + something 

e.g. Villagers responded with offers of help. 

d. respond + that-clause 

e.g. He responded that he didn’t want to see anyone. 
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4.1.3 Corpus Data 

4.1.3.1 Patterns from BNC and COCA 

The two hundred concordance lines of the bare verb respond 

from BNC and COCA were put into a spreadsheet and then manually analyzed in order 

to see whether the patterns occurring in the dictionary could be found in real use. 

Table 1. RESPOND: The frequency of patterns in the dictionary and corpora 

 BNC COCA 

Possible Pattern Frequency Frequency 

 lines percentage lines percentage 

Similarities 

1. respond + to + something/somebody 120 60.00% 121 60.50% 

2. respond + by + doing something 7 3.50% 6 3.00% 

3. respond + (to something/somebody)  + with + something 12 6.00% 10 5.00% 

4. respond + that-clause 1 0.50% 2 1.00% 

Differences 

5. respond + for + something 1 0.50% 0 - 

6. respond + on + something 1 0.50% 1 0.50% 

7. respond + speech / speech + respond 1 0.50% 8 4.00% 

8. respond 57 28.50% 52 26.00% 

Total 200 100.00% 200 100.00% 

Examples of concordance lines in each pattern are shown as follows: 

1. respond + to + something/somebody 

BNC 

LN 1: I think that they respond quicker to this visual display.  

COCA 

LN 1: Different species respond differently to grazing. Secondary effects of 

 

2. respond + by + doing something 

BNC 

LN 124: # the prawns respond by crooking # helpless fingers, tiny segments #  

COCA 

LN 123: They typically respond by calling for legal intervention to improve  
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3. respond + (to something/somebody) + with + something 

BNC 

LN 128: in order to learn how to behave’. I would respond with some vigour   

COCA 

LN 128: musically untrained adults alike respond with these extramusical analogies  

 

4. respond + that-clause 

BNC 

LN 140: to the mentally unfit patient, I would respond that there is no authority  

COCA 

LN 138: Chinese companies respond that their model is not the East German Stasi  

 

5. respond + for + something 

BNC 

LN 141: then I’ll be asking (----) to respond for the C E C. Motion three two three 

COCA 

- 

 

6. respond + on + something 

BNC 

LN 142: between committees and had to respond on proposals for giving individual 

COCA 

LN 140: Subjects respond on an eight-point scale, ranging from “Not at all 

important 

 

7. respond + speech / speech + respond 

BNC 

LN 143: and asks: ‘Who is it?’ And I respond : ‘It is I, Brother Francis.’ The porter 

COCA 

LN 143: me too, “she breaks in, and I respond,” You’re three? …. No, me too, 
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8. respond  

BNC 

LN 145: these cells respond vigorously, even though the stimulus may not look 

COCA 

LN 151: Instead of reacting impulsively to situations, they respond thoughtfully. 

 

4.1.3.2 Collocations 

The words in this study are synonymous verbs so their main 

collocates are nouns and adverbs. However, the present study focused only on noun 

collocates.  

Table 2. The top ten noun collocates with respond from BNC and COCA 

Rank 
BNC COCA 

Word Frequency (times) Word Frequency (times) 

1 needs 61 questions 437 

2 way 50 requests 348 

3 changes 47 question 284 

4 treatment 40 needs 265 

5 requests 23 way 255 

6 call 22 request 183 

7 demand 22 kind 155 

8 demands 20 changes 135 

9 challenge 18 people 130 

10 problems 18 comment 121 

 

The data shown in table 2 were drawn from BNC and COCA by 

searching noun collocates with respond followed by a noun within four words on the 

websites http://corpus.byu.edu/bnc/ and http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/. The word ‘Mr.’, 

shown in COCA was not reported in this table because it cannot be considered a noun 

collocate with respond; it only occurred near respond and sometimes it appeared after 

the period. This is an example sentence from COCA corpus … You should respond. 

Mr.Pines, go ahead... 

http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/
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4.1.3.3 Degree of Formality 

The degree of formality of each word was considered based 

on its context. The word that occurred most in formal contexts was considered the most 

formal among the seven genres in BNC, namely spoken, fiction, magazines, 

newspapers, non-academic, academic, and miscellaneous, with academic being the 

most formal.     

Figure 2. Distribution of respond in different genres presented by BNC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Respond occurred in the BNC is 3,442 times from 1991 to 

1994. It occurred most in the academic and non-academic genres at 22% each followed 

by spoken and fiction genres at 9% each. This might imply that respond can be used in 

both formal and informal contexts in British English.   

The COCA provides five genres namely spoken, fiction, 

magazines, newspapers, and academic, and the most formal context is also academic.     

Figure 3. Distribution of respond in different genres presented by COCA 
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Respond occurred in COCA 26,656 times from 1990 to 

2015. It occurred most in the academic genre at 29% followed by the spoken genre 

26%. This might imply that respond can be used in both formal and informal contexts 

in American English.   

 

4.2 REPLY 

4.2.1 Definition from LDOCE 

a. (vi., vt.) to answer someone by saying or writing something  

b. (vi.) to react to an action by doing something else 

 

4.2.2 Patterns form LDOCE 

a. reply + to + something/somebody 

e.g. Has Ian replied to your letter yet? 

b. reply + that-clause 

e.g. Mills replied that he was staying at his parents’ flat. 

c. reply + (to something) + with + something 

e.g. The rebel troops replied to government threats with increased violence.  

 

4.2.3 Corpus Data 

4.2.3.1 Patterns from BNC and COCA 

The two hundred concordance lines of the bare verb reply 

were drawn from BNC and COCA to compare and contrast with Longman dictionary. 
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Table 3. REPLY: The frequency of patterns in the dictionary and corpora 

Examples of concordance lines in each pattern are shown as follows: 

1. reply + to + something/somebody 

BNC 

LN 2: it doesn’t make any difference how you reply to an invitation. 

COCA 

LN 1: summaries and then reply to at least two of the related discussion questions.  

 

2. reply + (to something) + with + something 

BNC 

LN 37: the stimulus and you reply with the correct response. The person is kept 

COCA 

LN 37: the surrounding hills reply with their own salovs. #Uniformed rebels,   

 

3. reply + that-clause 

BNC 

LN 45: the cut-off period but the Turks reply that they have been releasing more   

COCA 

LN 38: This gets nowhere; if we reply that humanists would never set up death 

 BNC COCA 

Possible pattern Frequency Frequency 

 lines percentage lines percentage 

Similarities 

1. reply + to + something/somebody 34 17.00% 31 15.50% 

2. reply + (to something) + with + something 3 1.50% 4 2.00% 

3. reply + that-clause 11 5.50% 14 7.00% 

Differences 

4. reply + by + doing something 2 1.00% 2 1.00% 

5. reply + something/somebody 7 3.50% 6 3.00% 

6. reply + on + something 1 0.50% 0 - 

7. reply + speech / speech + reply 30 15.00% 69 34.50% 

8. reply 112 56.00% 74 37.00% 

Total 200 100.00% 200 100.00% 
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4. reply + by + doing something 

BNC 

LN 36: and’  he would reply by shaking his stick at them. ‘His home was equally 

COCA 

LN 33: Mr. Soros’s defenders reply by citing strict rules within the foundations for  

 

5. reply + something/somebody 

BNC 

LN 51: Oh well (unclear) reply the girl I used to work with (unclear)  

COCA 

LN 54: date, time, location and reply telephone number-include a map and/or  

 

6. reply + on + something 

BNC 

LN 58: the USA continued to reply on a nuclear strategic approach which  

COCA 

- 

 

7. reply + speech / speech + reply 

BNC 

LN 63: little pinpoint of light. ‘Thank you,’ I reply, in a voice so matter-of-fact that  

COCA 

LN 70: “Playing with the children,” I reply form the window. Euler sighs, scratches   

 

8. reply 

BNC 

LN 100: It will not be so easy to reply instantaneously, so why not number 

COCA 

LN 128: Some did not reply at all and others said that they did not play that sport 
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4.2.3.2 Collocations 

The top ten noun collocates with reply are presented in table 4 

below.  

Table 4. The top ten noun collocates with reply from BNC and COCA 

Rank 
BNC COCA 

Word Frequency (times) Word Frequency (times) 

1 question 15 question 21 

2 letter 14 letters 15 

3 debate 13 e-mail 14 

4 days 12 letter 13 

5 letters 12 questions 11 

6 kind 6 requests 10 

7 date 5 messages 9 

8 moment 5 voice 9 

9 questions 5 way 9 

10 number 4 email 7 

The data shown in table 4 were drawn from BNC and COCA 

by searching noun collocates with reply followed by a noun within four words on the 

websites http://corpus.byu.edu/bnc/ and http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/. Some words  

cannot be considered noun collocates because they occurred after the period, comma, 

or question mark. For example, the word ‘father’ was ranked ninth in BNC; however, 

it is not shown in table 4 because it usually occurred after a comma and period. This is 

an example sentence from BNC corpus …Jazz did not reply. His father went out,...  

4.2.3.3 Degree of Formality 

Figure 4. Distribution of reply in different genres presented by BNC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/
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The word reply appeared in BNC 1,162 times from 1991 to 

1994. The data from figure 4 shows that reply was mostly used in fiction at a frequency 

41% while it occurred at only 8% in the academic genre. This might imply that British 

native speakers tend to use reply in informal contexts. 

Figure 5. Distribution of reply in different genres presented by COCA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The word reply appeared in COCA 2,643 times from 1990 

to 2015. The data from figure 5 shows that reply was mostly used in fiction at a 

frequency of 59% whereas it occurred at only 10% in the academic genre. This might 

imply that American native speakers tend to use reply in informal contexts. 

 

4.3 ANSWER 

4.3.1 Definition from LDOCE 

a. (vi., vt.) to say something to someone as a reply when they have 

asked you a question, made a suggestion etc 

b. (vi., vt.) to write or say the answer to a question in a test or 

competition 

c. (answer the phone/a call/the door) to pick up the telephone and 

speak when it rings or open the door when someone knocks or rings the bell 

d. (vt.) if you answer a letter or advertisement, you write a letter to 

the person who has written it 

e. (answer criticism/charges/accusations etc.) to explain why you did 

something when people are criticizing you – used in news reports 
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f. (vi., vt.) to do something as a reaction to criticism or an attack [= 

respond] 

g. (vt.) to be a way of dealing with or solving a problem 

h. (answer a need) to provide something that is needed 

i. (answer a description) if someone answers a description, they match 

that description 

j. (answer back) to reply in a rude way to someone that you are 

supposed to obey 

k. (answer for somebody/something) to explain to people in authority 

why you did something wrong or why something happened, and be punished if 

necessary 

l. (have a lot to answer for) informal to be responsible for causing a 

lot of trouble 

m. (can’t answer for somebody) spoken used to say that you cannot 

make a decision for someone who is not there, or give their opinion 

n. (answer to somebody/something) to give an explanation to 

someone, especially about something that you have done wrong 

o. (answer to the name of something) to be called a particular name – 

used humorously 

 

4.3.2 Patterns form LDOCE 

a. answer + something/somebody 

 e.g. He still hadn’t answered my question 

b. answer + (something) + that… 

 e.g. How do you answer the criticism that your government has 

done nothing to help the homeless? 

c. answer + by + doing something 

 e.g. The army answered by firing into the crowd. 

d. answer + (somebody) + back 

 e.g. Don’t answer me back young man! 

e. answer + for + somebody/something 

 e.g. Their coach must answer for the team’s poor performance. 
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f. answer + to + somebody/something 

 e.g. Phipps answers to me and me alone. 

g. answer to the name of + something 

 e.g. a well-dressed young woman answering to the name of Suzanne 

 

4.3.3 Corpus Data 

4.3.3.1 Patterns from BNC and COCA 

Two hundred concordance lines of the bare verb answer were 

drawn from BNC and COCA to compare and contrast with Longman dictionary. 

Table 5. ANSWER: The frequency of patterns in the dictionary and corpora 

 BNC COCA 

Possible Pattern Frequency Frequency 

 lines percentage lines percentage 

Similarities 

1. answer + to + something/somebody 7 3.50% 6 3.00% 

2. answer + by + doing something 0 - 2 1.00% 

3. answer + (something) + that-clause 2 1.00% 2 1.00% 

4. answer + (somebody) + back 6 3.00% 1 0.50% 

5. answer + for + something/somebody 5 2.50% 5 2.50% 

6. answer + something/somebody 135 67.50% 135 67.50% 

Differences 

7. answer + (something/somebody) + with + something 1 0.50% 3 1.50% 

8. answer + on + something 1 0.50% 0 - 

9. answer + speech / speech + answer 2 1.00% 2 1.00% 

10. answer 41 20.50% 44 22.00% 

Total 200 100.00 200 100.00 

 

Examples of concordance lines in each pattern are shown as follows: 
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1. answer + to + something/somebody 

BNC 

LN 1: he reports to me. In turn I answer to the Assistant Commissioner of  

COCA 

LN 3: they don’t have to answer to a real boss, only a disembodied voice    

 

2. answer + by + doing something 

BNC 

- 

COCA 

LN 7: Strong candidates answer BBI-style questions by explaining past experience    

 

3. answer + (something) + that-clause 

BNC 

LN 9: inhabitants of the district? ‘he said,’ I answer that it was sufficient to prove 

COCA 

LN 13: turf in an effort to answer the charge that Democrats are weak on defense. 

 

4. answer + (somebody) + back 

BNC 

LN 12: Never argue with her. Never answer back. Never try to be funny.  

COCA 

LN 14: They would answer back, or they would say one of the ten of twelve  

 

5. answer + for + something/somebody 

BNC 

LN 17: against Wykeham, to St Paul’s to answer for his erroneous teachings.    

COCA 

LN 16: indicted or held to answer for a serious crime, presents a demonstrable 
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6. answer + something/somebody 

BNC 

LN 26: When I answer the telephone, I switch it off. I done that numerous 

COCA 

LN 21: traumatic experience and then answer a series of questions about it. 

 

7. answer + (something/somebody) + with + something 

BNC 

LN 8: you can answer with er (pause) with impunity. Now fourteen 

COCA 

LN 11: if when you ask a question, they answer you with that techno babble that 

 

8. answer + on + something 

BNC 

LN 157: Sir he does answer on conditional bail today.  

COCA 

- 

 

9. answer + speech / speech + answer 

BNC 

LN 158: my lids flutter before my face. I answer. ‘Yes?’ ‘Is that Claudia speakin’? 

COCA 

LN 156: # “I’m not a virgin,” I answer, startling us both. # “Hello.” He pretends 

 

10. answer  

BNC 

LN 164: which question to answer. If you answer correctly, keep the card and play  

COCA 

LN 160: When I didn’t answer right away, she said, “Not great, I guess  
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4.3.3.2 Collocations 

Table 6. The top ten noun collocates with answer from BNC and COCA 

Rank 
BNC COCA 

Word Frequency (times) Word Frequency (times) 

1 questions 801 questions 6017 

2 question 657 question 5038 

3 phone 74 phone 641 

4 queries 62 call 252 

5 door 39 door 236 

6 call 35 research 164 

7 telephone 34 calls 153 

8 letters 21 people 124 

9 charges 19 letters 110 

10 enquiries 19 problems 110 

The data shown in table 6 were drawn from BNC and COCA 

by searching noun collocates with answer followed by a noun within four words on the 

websites http://corpus.byu.edu/bnc/ and http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/. Some words 

cannot be considered verb-noun collocation because answer can be used as verb or 

noun; thus, it sometimes appeared in noun-noun collocations. For example, the word 

‘guide’ was ranked third in BNC; however, it is not shown in table 6 because it appeared 

as a noun-noun collocation. This is an example sentence from BNC corpus …which 

accounting reports do they normally use? Answer guide: In general for external 

users,...  

4.3.3.3 Degree of Formality 

Figure 6. Distribution of answer in different genres presented by BNC 
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The word answer appeared in BNC 4,901 times from 1991 

to 1994. The data from figure 6 shows that answer was mostly used in fiction at 30%, 

which is less formal than the academic genre where it occurred at only 12%. This might 

imply that the British native speakers tend to use answer in informal contexts. 

Figure 7. Distribution of answer in different genres presented by COCA 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The word answer was found in COCA 32,415 times from 

1990 to 2015. The data from figure 7 shows that answer was mostly used in fiction at 

31% and spoken at 28% while it occurred at only 15% in the academic genre. This 

might imply that American native speakers tend to use answer in informal contexts. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 This chapter presents (1) summary of the study, (2) summary of the findings, 

(3) discussion about the similarities and differences of the three synonymous verbs, 

namely respond, reply, and answer (4) the conclusion, (5) limitations of the study,       

(6) recommendations for further research, and (7) pedagogical implications. 

 

5.1 SUMMARY OF THE STUDY 

 This research studied the similarities and differences of three synonymous 

verbs between British English and American English in terms of grammatical 

patterns, collocations, and degree of formality.  

 

5.1.1 Objective of the study 

This study aimed to explore the similarities and differences among 

three synonyms, namely respond, reply, and answer, and compare and contrast between 

the two English dialects – British English and American English in terms of 

grammatical patterns. A comparison was also made with the Longman Dictionary of 

Contemporary English Online (2016) in order to see whether the patterns occurring in 

the dictionary occurred in real use. The top ten noun collocations in terms of frequency 

from BNC and COCA were investigated in order to observe the possible nouns 

occurring after three words as well as the degree of formality based on genre. 

 

5.1.2 Test item and Data collection 

Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English Online (2016) was 

used to collect the definition and grammatical patterns of the three synonymous verbs. 

The grammatical patterns from the dictionary were compared and contrasted with the 

patterns analyzed from the 200 concordance lines drawn from BNC and COCA. In 

terms of collocations, the data from BNC and COCA were used to compare and contrast 

the top ten noun collocations. The degree of formality was analyzed based on genre. 
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5.2 SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS 

 The results of the study can be summarized as follows: 

 5.2.1 The three synonymous verbs tended to be used in different patterns  

 5.2.2 The three synonymous verbs tended to co-occur with different noun 

collocates. 

 5.2.3 The three synonymous verbs could be found in different genres. 

 5.2.4 The grammatical patterns of respond and answer tended to occur in the 

same way between British English and American English whereas reply was slightly 

different. 

 5.2.5 Some noun collocations that occurred in BNC could not be found in 

COCA and vice versa. 

 5.2.6 The degree of formality among the three verbs tended to be similar 

between British English and American English. 

 

 5.3 DISCUSSION 

 This section concerns similarities and differences of the three synonymous 

verbs between British English and American English in terms of grammatical patterns, 

collocations, and degree of formality. The results support the study of Figes (2013) and 

Punyasuth (2014) in that synonymous words cannot be used interchangeably in every 

context. They can occur in both similar and different patterns, collocations, and genres.  

 

 5.3.1 Grammatical Patterns 

The grammatical patterns of the three verbs had six similar patterns and 

four different patterns. The results showed similarities between British English and 

American English with respect to respond and answer but slight differences with regard 

to reply. 
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Table 7. Shared and different patterns among three synonymous verbs 

Shared grammatical patterns 

respond reply answer 

(1) respond + to + sth/sb (1) reply + to + sth/sb (1) answer + to + sth/sb 

(2) respond + by + doing + sth (2) reply + by + doing + sth (2) answer + by + doing + sth 

(3) respond + that-clause (3) reply + that-clause (3) answer + that-clause 

(4) respond + on + sth (4) reply + on + sth (4) answer + on + sth 

(5) respond + speech /    

speech + respond 

(5) reply + speech /    

speech + reply 

(5) answer + speech / speech 

+ answer 

(6) respond  (6) reply (6) answer 

Different grammatical patterns 

respond reply answer 

(7) respond + (to sth/sb) + 

with + sth 

(7) reply +  (to sth/sb) + 

with + sth 

(7) answer + (sth/sb) + with + 

sth 

(8) respond + for + sth/sb - (8) answer + for + sth/sb 

- (9) reply + sth/sb (9) answer + sth/sb 

- - (10) answer + (sb) + back 

Table 7 shows that three synonymous verbs, namely respond, reply, and 

answer, can be used in the same six patterns. However, the frequency of occurrence 

and the meaning might differ. For example, pattern (1) respond/reply to 

something/somebody conveys the meaning about doing something as a reaction or 

saying or writing something as a reply; in contrast, answer to something/somebody 

means to give an explanation, especially about something that people have done wrong. 

Moreover, note in pattern (7) respond and reply can be used in the structure 

‘respond/reply to something/somebody with something’ while answer can be used 

without to. For instance: 

BNC 

LN 76: it raises but simply respond to them with ‘alarm’.   

LN 138: One way people might respond to finding themselves with 

more real money than they want would   

LN 39: The language helper gives the stimulus and you reply with the 

correct response. 
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COCA 

LN 209: “It was not unusual for Barry Yost to answer a question with a 

question. 

LN 212: your father will put two and two together for you and answer 

you with one word.     

Table 8. Similarities and differences of grammatical patterns in BNC and COCA 

Verbs Possible patterns BNC COCA 

1. respond - respond + to + sth/sb   

 - respond + by + doing sth   

 - respond + (to sth/sb) + with + sth   

 - respond + that-clause   

 - respond + for + sth   

 - respond + on + sth   

 - respond + speech / speech + respond   

 - respond   

2. reply - reply + to + sth/sb   

 - reply + by + doing sth   

 - reply + (to sth/sb) + with + sth   

 - reply + that-clause   

 - reply + sth/sb   

 - reply + on + sth   

 - reply + speech / speech + reply    

 - reply   

3. answer - answer + to + sth/sb   

 - answer + by + doing sth   

 - answer + (sth/sb) + with + sth   

 - answer + (sth) + that-clause   

 - answer + (sb) + back   

 - answer + for + sth/sb   

 - answer + sth/sb   

 - answer + on + sth   

 - answer + speech / speech + answer   

 - answer   
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Table 8 indicates that respond, reply, and answer have slight differences 

with respect to grammatical patterns between British English and American English. 

The frequency of the occurrences of the three words in the patterns that are not shared 

between the two differed by one percentage point or less. This implies that there might 

not be a difference in real life English language between these two native speakers in 

terms of the possible patterns that can be used.  

Table 9. The frequency of patterns among three words in BNC and COCA 

    Frequency (times) 

Possible patterns 
BNC COCA 

respond reply answer respond reply answer 

(1) v. + to + sth/sb 120 34 7 121 31 6 

(2) v. + by + doing + sth 7 2 0 6 2 2 

(3) v. + (to sth/sb) + with + sth 12 3 1 10 4 3 

(4) v. + that-clause 1 11 2 2 14 2 

(5) v. + (sb) + back 0 0 6 0 0 1 

(6) v. + for + sth/sb 1 0 5 0 0 5 

(7) v. + sth/sb 0 7 135 0 6 135 

(8) v. + on + sth 1 1 1 1 0 0 

(9) v. + speech / speech + v. 1 30 2 8 69 2 

(10) v. 57 112 41 52 74 44 

total 200 200 200 200 200 200 

 

Table 9 shows the frequency of occurrence of each word in different 

patterns and different corpora. It can be noticed that there are slightly different results 

between the British English and American English use of these three words. The word 

respond most often occurred in “v. + to + sth/sb” pattern with the frequency 120 and 

121 times in BNC and COCA, respectively, while answer was mostly used in the “v. 

+ sth/sb” pattern with the frequency of 135 times in both BNC and COCA. 

Nevertheless, there were some slight differences with regard to reply. The word reply 

can be used in three patterns “v. + to + sth/sb”, “v. + speech / speech + v.”, and 

“intransitive form”. The most frequent occurrence in BNC was the “intransitive form” 

pattern whereas in COCA, reply appeared with almost the same frequency in the 
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“intransitive form” and “v. + speech / speech + v.”. This phenomenon could be 

explained by considering the genre. The word reply was mostly used in fiction and the 

evidence from 200 concordance lines indicated that American writers tend to narrate a 

story in a conversational tone more often than British writers do.  

 

 5.3.2 Collocations 

Table 10. Noun collocates of all synonyms from BNC and COCA 

Noun collocates Respond Reply Answer 

1. question / questions BNC / COCA BNC / COCA BNC / COCA 

2. request / requests BNC / COCA COCA No 

3. letter / letters No BNC / COCA BNC / COCA 

4. way BNC / COCA COCA No 

5. call / calls BNC No BNC / COCA 

6. people COCA No COCA 

7. problems BNC No COCA 

8. kind  COCA BNC No 

9. needs BNC / COCA No No 

10. changes BNC / COCA No No 

11. treatment BNC No No 

12. e-mail No COCA No 

13. debate No BNC No 

14. days No BNC No 

15. phone No No BNC / COCA 

16. door No No BNC / COCA 

17. research No No COCA 

 

The information from table 10 reveals that only the word 

‘question/questions’ can be used with all verbs in both English dialects and also with a 

high ranking. The rest can be used with different words and different dialects. 

Therefore, many synonyms cannot be used interchangeably in every context. 

Collocation is also one of the criteria that used to distinguish synonyms. This is also 

supported the concept of loose synonyms. Moreover, the difference is also important as 

remembering which noun collocates can be used with each verb will help learners use 
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them more correctly. No.9 to no.17 provide nouns that often co-occur only with 

respond, reply, and answer respectively.   

 

 5.3.3 Degree of Formality 

With regard to the degree of formality of respond, reply, and answer, the 

results showed that respond was the most formal word because it was used most 

frequently in the academic genre in both BNC and COCA. However, the BNC indicated 

that respond also can be used in non-academic genres; COCA also showed that respond 

can be used in spoken contexts at a high percentage as well. Thus, it seems respond can 

be used in both formal and informal contexts. The word answer is less formal than 

respond because it mostly appeared in fiction and spoken genres and reply was 

considered the least formal when compared to its occurrence in an academic contexts 

with answer. The word answer occurred more frequently in the academic genre than 

reply. There were slightly different results with regard to the frequency of occurrence 

and percentage between BNC and COCA. However, the overall results were similar 

between British English and American English. 

 

5.4 CONCLUSION 

 This study investigated the similarities and differences among three 

synonymous verbs, namely respond, reply, and answer in terms of grammatical 

patterns, collocations, and degree of formality compared and contrasted with the two 

corpora. The following conclusions can be drawn from the discussion above. 

 5.4.1 Although the three words share the basic meaning about doing something 

as a reaction to something, they cannot be used interchangeably in every context 

because they have the differences in grammatical patterns, collocations, and degree of 

formality. 

 5.4.2 There were no significant differences in the results between British 

English and American English in using these three verbs. 

 5.4.3 The study discovered that respond, reply, and answer are loose synonyms.   
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5.5 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

 5.5.1 The form of the words was limited to only the base form; therefore, the 

results might be different when investigating more possible verb forms such as –ed or 

–ing forms.  

 5.5.2 The number of concordance lines were limited to analyzing the 

grammatical patterns; therefore, more patterns may be discovered if expanding the 

number of concordance lines.   

 5.5.3 The data drawn from corpora were random; therefore, the results might be 

different for each data collection. 

 

5.6 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

     5.6.1 Further study should use other criteria to distinguish synonyms, such as 

fuzzy, propositional or attitude.    

 5.6.2 Other corpora should be studied in order to see the results in different 

English speaking areas. 

 5.6.3 More concordance lines should be studied in order to obtain more 

information.   

 5.6.4 More verb forms such as –ed or –ing forms should be studied in order to 

obtain more information.  

 

5.7 PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 

The results showed that the English verbs in question are loose synonyms and 

there are many criteria to distinguish them. Teachers should point out the differences 

and the similarities. Moreover, they should not only teach grammar but also 

collocations, especially the fixed collocations of one word that cannot co-occur with 

other synonymous words such as answer the phone/door but not respond/reply the 

phone/door. 
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APPENDIX A 

RESPOND: BNC 

1 . Although most people are numerate ,  I  think  that  they    respond    quicker  to  this  visual  display . You can put a histogram on 

2 those schools . The structures are there  for  the  individual  to    respond    to  the  community  and  in a helpful way sometimes . Sometimes if 

3 a point at which you do have  to  (SP:PS1C1)  yeah  (SP:PS1JK)    respond    to  it  ,  I  tend to do things like that (SP:PS001) (unclear) 

4 minutes or something like that maybe and  get  people  to  y'know    respond    to  it  and  so  on . Um and er so yeah if 

5 basically with H M I (unclear) pollution  aspects  and  that  we    respond    to  the  Department  of  the Environment er expressing our concerns 

6 that the Departments have presented to us  on  which  to  er    respond    to  the  consultation  has  n't even been very (unclear) and 

7 C will pick that particular point up  that  you  made  and    respond    to  it  .  Yes  Jim . (laugh) It 's alright (unclear) you 

8 Party was extremely reluctant to take any  stand  at  all  to    respond    to  this  blatant  breach  of I L O laws . Perhaps they 

9 the obvious thing is the chain store  .  Someone  had  to    respond    to  this  demand  ,  the small little shop in the village could 

10 something that comes up , and you  ,  you  have  to    respond    to  it  ,  so  you have to have time between the day 

11 asking you what you think about it  ,  and  obviously  you    respond    to  that  .  So  Gerald who 're you going to start , 

12 he could only express this in terms  of  the  way  men    respond    to  the  arts  of  music and literature . His meditation became a 

13 example , it has been shown that  there  are  endings  that    respond    preferentially  to  sounds  of  high rather than low pitch . More 

14 , although it was widely agreed that  he  had  failed  to    respond    adequately  to  the  loss  of life that had occurred . The actions 

15 together around the same table . Yet  historians  have  yet  to    respond    to  changing  circumstances  .  Consequently , it is impossible to 

16 oncologists have long recognised a  group  of  cancers  that    respond    to  hormonal  manipulation  --  eg , tumours of the breast , 

17 or behavioural disorder .  How  should  specialist  services    respond    to  this  challenge  ?  What is known about the capacity of mentally 

18 Therefore it is unlikely that all patients  can  be  expected  to    respond    favourably  to  such  a  diet . It would also appear prudent to 

19 which are often dark in colour and  raised  )  tend  to    respond    poorly  to  pulsed  dye  lasers : better and more rapid responses can 

20 of view . There are three classes  of  sensory  neurons  which    respond    to  three  different  classes  of objects . The visual system of a 

21 appropriate . Another might think that it  is  a  failure  to    respond    to  rewards  ,  in  which drug treatments that make animals 

22 . They usually do not because the  one  species  does  not    respond    to  the  sexual  lures  of the other . It is adaptive for 

23 classically defined receptive field the cell  is  less  likely  to    respond    to  coloured  objects  .  Interestingly , the loss of 

24 are more unified , have more room  for  manoeuvre  ,  and    respond    more  quickly  and  flexibly  to environmental changes , creating 

25 suffer . Newspapers are continually  undergoing  changes  .  They    respond    to  external  forces  ,  to a variety of other pressures and to 

26 out artwork or creative writing or drama  work  .  Pupils  sometimes    respond    to  a  site  more  fully if their senses are heightened . There 

27 with a slide , perform a task  ,  consider  implications  and    respond    to  questions  ;  he  could stop the tape and replay it whenever 

28 proactively . Where outsiders , not  under  agency  control  ,    respond    to  rule-breaking  which  comes  to light by reporting it to the 

29 # AIMS # This series aims to  support  teachers  as  they    respond    to  the  challenge  they  face in meeting the needs of all children 

30 changes in staffing , expertise ,  training  and  accommodation  to    respond    to  the  demands  made  . Another feature of the courts 

31 How does the law classify its offences  ?  How  should  it    respond    to  these  various  invasions  of physical integrity , a quality 

32 with a range of tasks and managers  to  be  able  to    respond    to  immediate  changes  in  demand . All of this is said to 

33 who , by virtue of his training  ,  is  unlikely  to    respond    to  what  the  defendant  was doing by committing a breach of the 

34 provides expertise because he will  have  to  understand  and    respond    to  the  system  ,  he will have to interpret the questions asked 

35 or at a public meeting , has  never  been  able  to    respond    to  the  repressive  exercise  of authority by calling in aid a 

36 that variety and flexibility are  maintained  with  freedom  to    respond    to  current  needs  and  interests . # The need to look at 

37 a way that the outcome is not  assumed  .  Pupils  may    respond    to  seeing  this  possibility  in different ways . The links between 

38 (6 ) , for the other  parties  to  the  conversation    respond    differently  to  it  .  # Insertions and interruptions : English 

39 strong intuition either  of  meaningfulness  or  meaninglessness    respond    in  the  appropriate  way  to the test of recurrent semantic 

40 of minority elders for services and  to  develop  services  which    respond    to  the  cultural  needs  of these communities . # The social 

41 sense in the observation that  social  workers  and  teachers    respond    to  financial  and  other  economic incentives like most workers , 

42 sympathetic to their cause and , therefore  ,  less  likely  to    respond    to  their  wishes  .  It was clearly patronage that they were seeking 

43 . The LDDC has not given local  authorities  long  enough  to    respond    to  planning  applications  ;  some community groups have not been 

44 burden others with our problems , will  lead  us  all  to    respond    to  enquiries  after  our  health with an automatic ' Very well , 

45 in advance to be terminal seemed to  be  better  able  to    respond    to  the  needs  of  their children , and to prepare them for 

46 halved . Hence societies with similar  modes  of  production  can    respond    differently  to  imprisonment  .  Rusche and Kirchheimer (1939 ) 

47 which may cause them to  be  especially  susceptible  to    respond    adversely  to  particular  types  of event . The person may also have 

48 is provided by Truth Maintenance  .  Expert  systems  readily    respond    to  business  volatility  being  used for off-line , expert 

49 under which this research is conducted  .  3.  monitor  and    respond    to  anti-vivisection  propaganda  ,  provide information to the 
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50 with recognised standards .  Not  surprisingly  ,  companies    respond    to  its  criticisms  .  The situation with Cadbury 's proposed code 

51 (item I is zero or negative  )  ,  if  banks    respond    to  increases  in  the  demand for loans by accepting a lower 

52 songs . The difference ? Cliff 's  conviction  showed  .  People    respond    to  gut  genuineness  in  a way that they can not respond to 

53 of Keynesian economics , but how do  the  new  classical  writers    respond    to  it  ?  The  simple answer is , they do not . 

54 Different interest rates perform  vital  economic  functions  and    respond    to  an  array  of  influencing factors . Consider the following . # 

55 may be easily attainable , raise it  and  people  may  well    respond    to  a  greater  challenge  . # Who are the possible donors ? 

56 discussion of the role of such resources  in  deciding  how  to    respond    to  changes  unanticipated  at  the start of a contract : it is 

57 why organisations differ . Organisations need  to  be  adaptive  to    respond    to  the  changing  inputs  and therefore the process of management 

58 by no means exhaust the ways in  which  the  economy  could    respond    to  the  shift  in  the aggregate demand curve that we have assumed 

59 by the fact that the production of  that  surplus  did  not    respond    to  the  signals  of  profitability characterizing private 

60 nature is bad , that people only  work  for  money  ,    respond    only  to  the  profit  principle , and must be controlled by threats 

61 want it to end ever . '  She  was  beginning  to    respond    to  the  tenderness  of  his fingers playing up and down her spine 

62 the most vociferous of dissenters . To  those  who  did  not    respond    to  his  sad  soliloquies  on the terrible social stigma which must 

63 to solve . It is comparatively easy  to  make  a  machine    respond    to  a  simple  sound  ; such as is needed to enter numbers 

64 (or error on the part of  the  user  )  and    respond    in  a  way  which  is intelligible to other users of the same 

65 physiologists study how cells  maintain  their  integrity  and    respond    to  stimuli  and  changes  in their environment . At another they 

66 . # EROGENOUS ZONES # Erogenous zones  ,  the  ones  that    respond    quickest  to  sexual  stimulation  , are dotted all over the female 

67 lager sales of four per cent )  ,  says  that  people    respond    strongly  to  price  promotion  in the sector . ' Swan Light reduced 

68 at the base of many herbs ,  and  marjoram  and  mints    respond    well  to  this  treatment  . In particularly cold winters , when 

69 use this option , but you will  only  be  able  to    respond    to  task  mail  which  is outstanding for you . # Detailed 

70 , as these will be distracting .  Some  puppies  tend  to    respond    to  training  more  quickly  than others . This individual 

71 greedily grasping for the self . And  bodies  can  fail  to    respond    to  the  dictates  of  the conscious mind . Emotions , and 

72 . Two thirds of the teachers are  women  .  WACC  will    respond    positively  to  the  invitation  of Dean Zassoursky to cooperate 

73 " In practice it seems inevitable that  the  CCITT  will  simply    respond    to  the  initiatives  of  the manufacturing giants . Moggridge 

74 , for example , how quickly the  police  will  aim  to    respond    to  emergency  calls  .  # We will introduce lay inspectors with 

75 's general secretary , asked unions on  March  26  not  to    respond    to  Conservative  attacks  ,  it emerged last night . He sent an 

76 said . Likud sources are confident the  disagreements  over  how  to    respond    to  the  Mubarak  proposals  will not break up the government . ' 

77 passively and by rote , if only  because  no  two  people    respond    to  the  same  problem  in exactly the same way . If you 

78 point made in paragraph 2 above ;  vigorous  ,  severe  illnesses    respond    to  remedies  in  a  vigorous way . They also tend to ' 

79 the patient 's response to the chosen  therapy  .  Some  patients    respond    quickly  and  satisfactorily  to  treatment . Others , 

80 clinical conditions if the  patients  suffering  from  them    respond    in  a  similar  way  to their illnesses . It is therefore 

81 . The membrane contains a grid of  7000  nerve  endings  which    respond    to  tiny  variations  in  temperature to produce a heat picture . The 

82 immediately below  the  photoreceptive  microvillar  membrane    respond    to  InsP  3  by  releasing calcium , which then opens sodium channels 

83 receptors to put it to work .  Some  of  these  children    respond    well  to  doses  of  growth hormone . Just how many are helped 

84 us by single-cell imaging techniques . Many  of  the  cells  that    respond    to  calcium-mobilizing  agonists  display  a repetitive pattern 

85 not seem to be very widespread among  these  amphibians  .  Some    respond    to  an  attack  by  drawing their legs tightly against their bodies , 

86 can thus operate in two separate modes  .  They  can  either    respond    to  a  rise  in  the level of InsP 3 , or they 

87 generated electricity . # School science #  We  feel  obliged  to    respond    to  your  very  critical  and ill-informed review of the three 

88 opinion , and between relevance and irrelevance  ;  #  listen  and    respond    to  the  presentation  or  performance of an increasing range of 

89 had been introduced on Sept. 29 to  enable  the  dong  to    respond    to  gold  and  foreign  exchange rate fluctuations on the open 

90 they told us , the many different  ways  in  which  they    respond    to  this  challenge  .  Revealing the roots of their resilience 

91 and rewards for those working in  the  NHS  who  successfully    respond    to  local  needs  and  preferences . Among the most fundamental of 

92 (iv ) # examining how the  farm  owner  and  occupier    respond    to  advice  on  land  development proposals , and to those policy 

93 as false cues . For example ,  we  know  that  rats    respond    to  '  nocebos  '  . If a rat is placed in a 

94 specifically on : # Using open questions  Listen  to  answers  and    respond    to  what  's  been  said , rather than force your own agenda 

95 It turns out that all neurons of  the  primary  visual  cortex    respond    best  to  oriented  bars  or edges , though they still vary greatly 

96 a formal written response , and last  year  they  undertook  to    respond    in  writing  to  all  reports within two months of their publication 

97 ARRANGEMENTS # 7.1 Once it is acknowledged  that  it  has  to    respond    to  the  problem  of  its employees experiencing violence and 

98 when perhaps more than ever they need  to  be  able  to    respond    imaginatively  to  change  .  To succeed , they have to be able 

99 pupils . Whenever I ask teachers  and  trainee  teachers  to    respond    to  two  questions  about  disruptive behaviour : # What did you feel 

100 they plan to investigate what determines  how  an  economy  will    respond    to  shocks  ,  and  how shocks , which are often quite small 

101 title of the old song is much  more  evocative  --  and    respond    to  the  government  's  initiative to ensure a ready supply of 
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102 the earth 's field , in which  case  the  other  would    respond    to  the  variations  in  declination or angular change in direction 

103 it , you will see a double  wave  as  the  needles    respond    to  the  punchcard  .  The second pass after removing the card should 

104 the term ' socialist ' beyond redemption  ,  even  though  people    respond    favourably  in  opinion  polls  to such left-wing causes as social 

105 learns , its elements organise  themselves  into  colonies  that    respond    specifically  to  different  features  of the environment . The 

106 ! # SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS # Dear Guitarist  Knowing  how  well  you    respond    to  suggestions  for  articles/series  , I 'd like to make a few 

107 ' The limitations on artists who wish  to  make  works  that    respond    to  the  contemporary  world  of existing mass media images will be 

108 carmakers did much the same in the  1980s  by  failing  to    respond    to  the  growing  Japanese  competition in America 's small-car 

109 and happy off a cosy domestic market  ,  firms  did  not    respond    to  price  cuts  by  trying harder to export , as health bureaucrats 

110 to flow more freely . This would  help  the  firm  to    respond    swiftly  to  the  vagaries  of the energy business . The reality ? 

111 mankind . Cornelius and his whole household  are  Gentiles  .  They    respond    personally  to  Peter  's  message about Jesus , the Holy Spirit 

112 are under the surface plays an important  part  in  how  you    respond    to  a  variety  of  human circumstances . There are many examples . 

113 these types of difficulties can be affected  by  how  other  people    respond    to  them  .  How  have your family and friends reacted to your 

114 . Third , it seems that most  adults  are  predisposed  to    respond    to  infants  as  social  beings , and they are prepared to spend 

115 always said that in the vain hope  that  the  girl  would    respond    to  him  differently  from  all the others who had so casually used 

116 But Ray Hankin really helps all the  young  players  and  they    respond    to  him  .  He  put me in at centre half and I 

117 the sentences again but in the same  order  (  and  you    respond    to  each  )  ,  then the same five sentences in random order 

118 relationships ? # Joe Crocker # Observing  the  way  that  humans    respond    to  each  other  is  one thing ; interpreting those observations to 

119 that the shape of ordinary furniture has  on  the  way  people    respond    to  each  other  .  Mostly , the furniture he has been concerned 

120 reinforced -- wittingly or unwittingly --  in  the  way  people    respond    to  him/her  ?  Are  there ' payoffs ' for behaving badly ? 

121 to feel at this point " or  "  many  readers  may    respond    by  ...  "  ,  or -- possibly better -- by tackling the 

122 pollution occurs  water  authority  staff  frequently    respond    by  increasing  the  sampling  rate . Officers closely monitor 

123 ignite the glowing embers . When this  happens  ,  some  people    respond    by  pouring  paraffin  over  that fire , turning it into a blazing 

124 # as if to shush that red  .  #  The  prawns    respond    by  crooking  #  helpless  fingers , tiny segments # soft as sucking 

125 ) . In years of Lemming plenty  ,  female  Snowy  Owls    respond    by  laying  larger  clutches  of eggs . Other owls in the park 

126 you and me to make this home  for  everyone  .  PLEASE    RESPOND    BY  GIVING  YOUR  TIME  GENEROUSLY . THANK YOU . # There are 

127 ' in the medium term . The  market  has  begun  to    respond    by  sprouting  independent  computer  recycling companies . While 

128 in order to learn how to behave  '  .  I  would    respond    with  some  vigour  that  they need to go home to learn how 

129 good quarter-century at his own vanished youth  ,  was  '  to    respond    to  life  with  one  's emotional priorities in the right order . 

130 , they do not confront the arguments  it  raises  but  simply    respond    to  them  with  '  alarm ' . If these arguments are true 

131 where is the White House ? "  ,  we  tend  to    respond    with  a  step-by-step  description  of the journey to be taken . We 

132 in the real quantity of money .  One  way  people  might    respond    to  finding  themselves  with  more real money than they want would 

133 looks at Anne to see how she  is  reacting  .  We    respond    more  with  glances  ,  it occurs to me , than we do 

134 heart . ' Meredith 's warm smile  made  the  two  men    respond    with  smiles  of  their  own , then the waiter threaded his way 

135 after it ? At least ! '  But  she  did  not    respond    with  her  own  name  . She was not yet ready to commit 

136 , and Environment Secretary Michael  Heseltine  in  particular  ,    respond    with  anger  to  the  Labour charges . They point to how popular 

137 -- are thrown into utter confusion at  their  powerlessness  .  They    respond    with  their  age-old  weapons  -- by trying to order their 

138 or what processes go on inside viewers  '  minds  as  they    respond    with  delight  or  dislike  , ' ... we enter a realm full 

139 and articles in the specialised  press  French  art  critics    respond    with  scorn  to  attacks  of this kind , considering them 

140 . With reference to the mentally unfit  patient  ,  I  would    respond    that  there  is  no  authority which forbids such treatment apart 

141 with a qualification and then I 'll  be  asking  (-----)  to    respond    for  the  C  E  C. Motion three two three May Day Holidays 

142 C C as it were , between  committees  and  had  to    respond    on  proposals  for  giving  individual local authorities wider 

143 and asks : ' Who is it  ?  '  And  I    respond    :  '  It  is  I , Brother Francis . ' The porter 

144 Now what I want to do is  I  want  them  to    respond    first  .  If  they  do n't respond I will say the next 

145 illuminated with spectrally pure light , say  red  ,  these  cells    respond    vigorously  ,  even  though  the stimulus may not look particularly 

146 optic lobes of selected Orthoptera  ,  Diptera  and  Lepidoptera    respond    differentially  when  a  variety  of visual stimuli is presented to 

147 valuable . # Animation . # Together  with  the  ability  to    respond    interactively  ,  animation  allows  the designer to produce more 

148 , (a ) would naturally be  suitable  when  the  men    respond    promptly  during  the  test  , and (b ) when , for 

149 supply of these assets -- and therefore  economic  activity  --  may    respond    at  first  ,  eventually  the increase in the money stock feeds 

150 a stochastic element in lifetime income  ,  then  individuals  may    respond    rather  differently  ,  having  for example a lower propensity to 

151 them , pretending to be a fish  ;  the  little  girls    respond    fiercely  ,  their  hands  jab at hers , they snap open and 

152 that weight in your pocket , you  're  changed  .  You    respond    differently  under  pressure  .  The pistol acts like a magnet to 

153 get the chance to do so .  Mr.  Scott  I  shall    respond    briefly  .  I  understand  that other hon. Members wish to 
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154 grasp a total situation from the fragments  presented  to  them  and    respond    linguistically  in  a  way  that would benefit their business . # 5 

155 you smell burning in the middle of  the  night  you  will    respond    immediately  and  fully  ,  and not bother to ' consult ' any 

156 of 10-20 years . Functional studies have  shown  that  CD45R0  cells    respond    in  vitro  to  recall  antigens , whereas CD45RA positive cells do 

157 in bird brains -- for instance ,  it  appears  that  chicks    respond    behaviourally  in  different  ways  when they view things with left 

158 students who dislike preparing written work on  their  own  but  who    respond    well  under  the  time  pressure of an " unseen " exam may 

159 Working Group to take a definitive view  -Divisions  may  have  to    respond    differently  ,  it  is  not clear that consultancy is the answer , 

160 the issue and then advance a framework  of  how  schools  can    respond    positively  to  deal  effectively  with disruptive pupils . # 1 # It 

161 authority to call these men in such  a  way  that  they    respond    immediately  ;  #  2  # Mark reminds his readers that discipleship 

162 Alright . And when Nick asks him  ,  how  does  he    respond    ?  Right  at  the  bottom of the page thirty . Come on 

163 which will leave the channel closed ,  but  also  unable  to    respond    as  it  would  be  able to do if it resided in a 

164 Ian , can I ask you to  save  the  questions  and    respond    at  the  end  ,  otherwise you 'll find the discussion takes much 

165 to be deleted , erm the highways  require  two  weeks  to    respond    er  ,  erm  hearts  and libraries want a , you know half 

166 of question and I 'll now ask  the  Group  Captain  to    respond    .  (SP:PS4F6)  Yes  er  I think perhaps the point I 'd like 

167 fee to try to make it very  difficult  for  people  to    respond    but  nevertheless  the  numbers  that we , I think in terms of 

168 will it take before that person feels  uncomfortable  and  has  to    respond    ?  How  long  does  it take roughly ? (SP:J3UPSUNK) (unclear) 

169 was to the thing 's colour that  I  was  expected  to    respond    .  Not  to  admit  this doubt is to embrace behaviourism . 

170 that difference affect how subsequent  levels  in  the  circuit    respond    so  that  one  group  of cells is excited by the first set 

171 had very specific stimulus  requirements  before  they  would    respond    (  Gross  1973  )  . For example , one cell would only 

172 and , unless they are hopeless ,  invites  the  Government  to    respond    .  Extensions  of  time  are given relatively freely . The publisher 

173 call attention to them .  Publicity  forces  policy-makers  to    respond    .  Those  lobbying  on  behalf of the environment may also gain a 

174 as a genuine request for information addressed  to  her  ,  and    respond    ,  for  example  ,  " on Tuesday " or " I do 

175 studied . If some or even most  of  them  do  not    respond    ,  how  can  we  know whether the answers that we have got 

176 new type for movies , but one  that  young  people  particularly    respond    to  ;  good-natured  ,  detached , ready for almost any lark , 

177 to him ! But the inward and  Internal  actions  are  to    respond    to  ,  and  hopefully  influence , external circumstances , and 

178 my whole concept of what I was  ,  in  order  to    respond    .  I  was  an  old lady , a very old lady . 

179 knock at the door . At first  ,  he  did  n't    respond    .  He  thought  it  was Ketura who generally came to call for 

180 he was so surprised , that he  had  no  chance  to    respond    .  Kate  walked  away  , swinging her bag . She might have 

181 ' I said instantly and very firmly  .  McIllvanney  did  not    respond    ,  except  to  stare  at me with his unblinking and reptilian eyes 

182 a new course of treatment yesterday and  he  's  begun  to    respond    .  '  '  Oh  , I 'm so pleased , ' Fabia 

183 thought to move but nothing happened ;  her  legs  did  not    respond    .  I  'm  dreaming  , of course ! He was coming to 

184 is interesting to see how , or  even  if  ,  they    respond    .  If  they  do  respond you may be able to see if 

185 Dunbar . There is no tidal limitation  and  a  lifeboat  could    respond    at  any  time  day  or night . The breakwater and pier provide 

186 Get the feel of the piano --  they  sometimes  do  n't    respond    as  you  expect  .  Keep to your rehearsal time . Treat EVERY 

187 sponsorship . While the golf trade generally  had  been  slow  to    respond    ,  the  R  &;  A continued its generous support and the Gus 

188 and culture very different from our own  if  we  are  to    respond    ,  in  the  way  P. C. Wren required , to the improbable 

189 by PP (said , never read  )  ,  you  immediately    respond    .  Whether  or  not  you have understood (say ' Pass ' 

190 including imaginative play . # ii #  Listen  attentively  ,  and    respond    ,  to  stories  and  poems . # iii # Respond appropriately to 

191 , any true scholar is expected to  have  a  capacity  to    respond    to  --  and  indeed  share in -- these humane qualities . And 

192 is an examination of how and  why  different  elderly  people    respond    in  the  ways  they  do . The supposedly irritable elderly person is 

193 signals # Body language talks without words  ,  and  we  usually    respond    without  even  thinking  about  it . What do the following gestures 

194 matter ask them questions , entertain them  ,  encourage  them  to    respond    .  When  appropriate  to  your content , acknowledge the active 

195 400 , 750 the pair . #  AMSTRAD  SHARES  AT  LAST    RESPOND    #  The  news  that  Amstrad Plc had a hot new personal communicator 

196 ) . # Spreading concern . How  does  a  black  iguana    respond    when  confronted  with  a  wide-eyed researcher ? # Treasure Island 

197 of athletics and we will be looking  to  see  how  viewers    respond    .  It  will  be  interesting to see what they think . In 

198 customers want . If there is one  thing  that  Japanese  managers    respond    to  ,  it  is  this sort of pressure . What follows is 

199 had not been a published screenplay  writer  long  enough  to    respond    to  ,  or  even  recognize , this graphic proposition (though he 

200 the most accurate . And intuition will  tell  you  how  to    respond    .  #  Q  #  Before we married , my husband and I 
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APPENDIX B 

RESPOND: COCA 

1 Shmida (1981 ) . # Botanical  composition  .  Different  species    respond    differently  to  grazing  .  Secondary effects of grazing , 

2 the student to " save face "  )  ,  students  generally    respond    best  to  clearly  identified  and enforced standards . # Remain 

3 , Trotskyite , Maoist , Eurocommunist  ,  and  other  groups    respond    quite  differently  to  Latin  American problems ; each emphasizes 

4 , many farmlands in the tropics are  indeed  marginal  because  they    respond    less  well  than  most  temperate zone farmlands to human inputs , 

5 , state agencies run the inspection  and  enforcement  programs  ,    respond    to  public  concerns  and  complaints , and issue their own 

6 new forms of knowledge , understand evolving  market  trends  ,  and    respond    rapidly  to  changing  customer  demand . Firms that can develop 

7 may not have occurred , and children  --  like  adults  --    respond    to  these  cues  .  The 1980s and 1990s saw many people imprisoned 

8 health professionals and others  effectively  prepare  for  and    respond    to  the  health  consequences  of disasters . More recently , the 

9 like silent reading or independent study  time  .  Young  people    respond    to  the  mood  of  music , and it can provide a welcome 

10 experiences , students read ,  personally  experience  ,  and    respond    in  groups  and  in  writing to the autobiographies of authors from a 

11 any more news about whitefolks " ( 188  )  .  Readers    respond    to  this  gaze  according  to their multiple constituencies of 

12 stable indicators of how learners perceive ,  interact  with  ,  and    respond    to  the  learning  environment  (Keefe , 1979 ) . Adjusting 

13 a deeper emotional sense of ourselves as  human  beings  while  we    respond    to  their  delights  ?  Yet it is this positive feeling quality that 

14 and its own nature , and participants  in  each  sphere  daily    respond    to  Christ  's  claim  as its Lord in either belief or unbelief 

15 appropriate choices . Response Cards or  White  Boards  :  Students    respond    to  questions  by  writing  an answer on the White Board and then 

16 include the following : (1 )  Does  he  or  she    respond    to  visual  or  aural  teaching ? (2 ) Does routine comfort 

17 photography competitions . As it turns out  ,  the  way  people    respond    to  a  portrait  can  be influenced by both the gaze direction of 

18 several forms . Peers can be taught  to  initiate  interaction  ,    respond    to  the  target  child  's initiations , or act as tutors for 

19 in abstract thought or free-roaming  imagination  ,  we  still    respond    most  vividly  and  multimodally  to immediate experience . For 

20 indicated that certain cultural groups  in  the  United  States    respond    to  different  methods  of  achievement in classroom tasks . First 

21 culture. 54 For example , it may  be  that  those  who    respond    affirmatively  to  a  sexual  minority identification in the BRFSS 

22 and multi-channelled counseling services  .  This  study  results    respond    to  Hsu  (  2005  ) , Mai et al . (2002 

23 feedback is very different from the  way  many  teachers  typically    respond    to  student  writing  (  see Kohnen , 2012b , for a study 

24 union . Presidents are  goal-oriented  political  actors  who    respond    to  the  institutional  incentives  of the political system in 

25 such as Escherichia coli and  Bacillus  subtilis  sense  and    respond    to  the  presence  of  chemical stimulants in their vicinity . 

26 World War I , states were either  unwilling  or  unable  to    respond    to  the  recommendations  of  the Carnegie Foundation that 

27 nodded her regal head , her braid  bobbing  .  "  Employers    respond    poorly  to  my passion  .  They make me angry too often . " 

28 will produce such beauty precisely to  the  extent  that  they    respond    faithfully  to  the  antecedent  imaginative power of God , to which 

29 is appropriate . In addition  ,  pesticide  control  specialists    respond    to  complaints  from  the  public and initiate formal legal 

30 Helmer , the coinventor of the Delphi  technique  .  Panelists  only    respond    to  questions  when  they  feel confident that they know enough to 

31 , but they help . I 'm  reminded  of  how  people    respond    to  pressure  back  in  the more laid-back and less urban 

32 an otherwise reluctant animal to  approach  closer  .  Bobcats    respond    well  to  calls  but  typically approach more slowly than coyotes . 

33 Board software , which enables you to  easily  enter  messages  ,    respond    to  them  ,  browse  , and find answers to your questions . 

34 , fluid-filled loops , each on a  different  plane  .  They    respond    to  rotation  .  Look  to the left , for instance , and 

35 feel they ' own ' the emotions  Plath  describes  and  so    respond    very  personally  to  the  poems . Then they discover The Bell Jar 

36 be " ironclad , " Clinton replied  that  he  must  "    respond    to  changing  circumstances  .  " (See cover stories , beginning on 

37 of being the principal perpetrators in  sickness  behavior  .  They    respond    rapidly  to  foreign  intruders  , circulate in the bloodstream and 

38 . But that 's simply the way  people  in  that  culture    respond    to  gifts  .  They  regard they way we gush at the mementoes 

39 can create many genetic strains to  determine  which  worms  best    respond    to  hydrogen  sulfide  gas  ; studies have shown that the gas 

40 living thing in the sea . Reef  fish  ,  too  ,    respond    to  warmer  waters  -  sometimes with bolder , more aggressive 

41 n't respecting her authority . " The  problem  is  that  kids    respond    more  to  Mom  's  or Dad 's angry energy than to the 

42 erase the distorting violence of the quake  .  #  Many  artists    respond    to  the  world  and  its politics , picking and choosing their causes 

43 immediate and predictable , yet modest  ,  even  drug  addicts    respond    to  them  .  Hawaii  's Opportunity Probation with Enforcement ( 

44 by persons with disabilities . We  asked  each  representative  to    respond    to  one  of  the  following statements : Our state has enacted this 

45 to do with genetic factors that  biologically  predispose  him  to    respond    in  a  certain  way  to the paradigmatic human situations of 

46 had brightened considerably . She is not  the  only  woman  to    respond    so  positively  to  this  type of treatment . Dozens of studies show 

47 the sense of the sacred , surely  they  will  continue  to    respond    to  the  sacred  that  is manifest in the wonder of life and 

48 hate the idea . It is designed  to  force  them  to    respond    to  the  needs  of  their customers rather than the other way around 

49 dialogue with each of its customers ,  to  learn  about  and    respond    to  their  exact  preferences  . Conversely , the Net is also often 

50 when building the body . When transplanted  ,  they  appear  to    respond    to  molecular  cries  for  help . They can react to heartattack 

51 who are in a position to judge  how  other  organizations  may    respond    to  your  initiatives  .  In the end , however , as long 

52 so on . In some cases ,  telecommunities  are  created  to    respond    to  a  temporary  need  , such as to influence a piece of 
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53 World Bank projects . It would be  foolish  of  me  to    respond    to  it  because  almost  everything you mentioned I would 

54 a restructured curriculum . Test  publishers  are  hustling  to    respond    to  this  pressure  .  Consequently , beginning in 1996 , 

55 young became adolescents , though , they  were  less  likely  to    respond    to  a  threat  by  gathering closer together . Most of the time 

56 not be typical of the urban homeless  ,  but  kids  will    respond    to  their  plight  and  their dignity . # Mary Hoffman 's Amazing 

57 on human trafficking and global AIDS .  And  they  will  not    respond    to  a  crude  libertarianism  that elevates the severe pleasures of 

58 when you least expect it . Such  inquiries  are  tough  to    respond    to  because  often  you  're not sure of the answer yourself , 

59 a long time , so the human  body  is  hard-wired  to    respond    to  some  situations  from  the top-down reaction-a sort of " shoot 

60 . # As the United States and  its  allies  began  to    respond    to  the  installation  of  eleven pro-Soviet dictatorships 

61 Gudmundsson . " For such a large  mass  of  ice  to    respond    to  ocean  tides  like  this illustrates how sensitively the 

62 Individuals who score high on tests for  neuroticism  are  known  to    respond    more  poorly  to  stress  and typically report more distress in 

63 Best of Spring Hill , Florida said  ,  "  Continue  to    respond    to  modernity-bring  back  intellectuals  to respond to issues 

64 writing . Even people who believe in  Miller  's  genius  can    respond    angrily  to  an  attack  such as The Air-Conditioned Nightmare , 

65 the television networks , for instance  ,  to  let  O'Neill    respond    to  almost  any  announcement  the administration made . Under 

66 # That promises to change , as  TV  and  film  executives    respond    to  the  growing  presence  and cultural influence of Latinos -- a 

67 Ray (D-At Large ) and officials  from  various  city  agencies    respond    to  residents  '  complaints  about illegal dumping , abandoned 

68 their part to discourage argument about ideas  .  "  If  you    respond    to  this  character  Anson  , the rich boy in Fitzgerald 's story 

69 Clinton administration  officials  and  sympathetic  Democrats    respond    to  such  criticism  by  accusing the Republican majority in 

70 specialist will be on hand to  discuss  how  fruit  crops    respond    to  changing  weather  conditions  in Central Texas . Registration 

71 ringed by cilia that do not spin  .  Somehow  ,  they    respond    to  the  flow  .  They may physically bend , or the flow 

72 " We want to rid the road  of  DUIs  because  we    respond    to  the  scene  and  see the tragedies that occur in these collisions 

73 our own newspaper and others ; we  ask  local  candidates  to    respond    to  questionnaires  ;  and  we invite the candidates downtown for 

74 Arthur Levitt . The letter asked both  Levitt  and  Zarb  to    respond    by  March  24  to  questions about the readiness of securities 

75 is the US Bureau of Prisons .  The  bureau  failed  to    respond    to  a  request  to  discuss its policies . " It 's amazing 

76 Lebanon militia . Prime Minister  Netanyahu  warned  Israel  would    respond    harshly  to  attacks  on  its civilians , but said the immediate task 

77 the paperwork to cover up illegal activity  .  Sugianto  did  not    respond    to  Monitor  telephone  calls  and a fax seeking comment . Mr. Rasyid 

78 , if not tense , overly formal  .  Begin  did  not    respond    to  the  grandeur  of  the Catoctin Mountains setting with a 

79 around the country , Lanman  proposed  an  organization  to    respond    consistently  to  concerns  of  new customers in different regions 

80 they were serving together in Hadithah in  March  how  he  should    respond    to  an  interview  request  by Time magazine . # Hyatt told Coffman 

81 think what the defense did right was  to  take  time  to    respond    to  each  and  every  allegation , " Schaffer said . # Schaffer 

82 said in an interview that he waited  all  these  years  to    respond    to  the  original  study  because he was concerned that he would be 

83 House and elsewhere , to counsel him  as  to  how  to    respond    to  questions  .  In  a sense , Mr. President , I blame 

84 5 ) 3269 # As the Western  allies  ponder  how  to    respond    to  the  latest  crisis  in the Balkans , they face a fundamental 

85 -- this was February . And I  do  n't  want  to    respond    in  kind  to  all  these things . I could . I could 

86 Mr. McDougal died last month . Mrs.  McDougal  has  refused  to    respond    to  questions  before  the  grand jury . Mr. Hale 's current finances 

87 have asked . " # But is  Mr.  Hughes  obliged  to    respond    to  his  critics  '  questions about minute details of his long-ago 

88 the outside board members declined to comment  ;  three  did  not    respond    to  telephone  messages  and  one other board member could not be 

89 by investors in YBM . # Parente  ,  Randolph  did  not    respond    to  several  phone  calls  asking for comment . # A spokeswoman for 

90 Island , said the Bush administration had  no  choice  but  to    respond    to  China  's  recent  successes with a space initiative . # " 

91 , the brigades threatened to " use  all  means  "  to    respond    to  the  Israeli  attacks  . The brigades also told its members that 

92 DO N'T GET IT ' # Editor  --  I  wish  to    respond    to  an  Open  Forum  article in Wednesday 's paper : # As 

93 's parent company , admitted that "  PG  &E;  did  not    respond    to  the  groundwater  problem  as openly , quickly or thoroughly as 

94 a greater reality and integrity : to  challenge  our  government  to    respond    ethically  to  the  globalization  of our world . Hopefully , 

95 the pleasure of the shareholders ? Are  n't  they  there  to    respond    to  shareholder  questions  ?  # A : Because of his relatively 

96 as well as for the willingness of  the  White  House  to    respond    to  media  queries  .  # " I think they have really inherited 

97 had convinced him he should wait to  see  how  Washington  would    respond    to  the  Scud  threat  . # Shamir thus proposed a delaying step 

98 reductions , saying the United States  must  remain  prepared  to    respond    to  "  regional  contingencies  " around the world . The planning 

99 and said he had done nothing wrong  .  He  did  not    respond    to  telephone  messages  or  to a note left at his home this 

100 decision to make . ' " #  Redskins  officials  declined  to    respond    directly  to  the  comments  of any former employees . # What 

101 the parents a noise-complaint letter , but  now  they  do  n't    respond    to  my  complaints  .  Imagine my surprise when I got a noise 

102 house on a holier-than-thou foundation .   #  Surely  some  will    respond    to  the  scandal  with  a call for decriminalizing prostitution -- 

103 did n't receive full representation .  Still  ,  if  politicians    respond    to  public  sentiment  ,  this small death penalty movement could 

104 are going to have to walk carefully  to  see  how  they    respond    here  to  the  events  that have just taken place in Russia , 

105 're collecting their DNA , we 're  looking  at  how  they    respond    to  particular  drugs  .  So we may learn something about depression 

106 where his- that 's where he 's  got  his-  people  who    respond    to  what  he  's  been saying . SAM DONALDSON : Yes , 

107 KINSLEY Richard , Richard , you  're  right  that  businesses    respond    to  government  policy  .  Now , the last recession we had , 

108 what she 's doing . You can  only  change  how  you    respond    to  that  .  ROBIN-ROBERTS-1AB#  (Voiceover) And what do you do 
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109 House employees are struggling to  make  certain  their  peers    respond    to  the  danger  .  Sixteen-year-old Tenecia Brown sp hands out 

110 of guarantee of their safety . How  did  the  White  House    respond    to  that  ?  GARRETT  : Some reassurance was sought by the Chinese 

111 's a soft place in your heart  for  it  and  you    respond    to  it  .  MARTHA-TEICHNER:  Which explains why Mister Peanut is 

112 coalitions in politics are not meant to  be  forever  .  They    respond    to  the  dynamics  of  the moment , to the times , to 

113 's disease all face the same problems  .  They  have  to    respond    to  patients  who  wander  , do n't sleep much , or must 

114 familiar , " says Lennahan . "  They  know  how  to    respond    to  women  in  that  context . " The problem : Men have 

115 doubted his successful come back , jumps  at  the  opportunity  to    respond    to  young  Black  males  ' fascination with professional sports as 

116 such plans -- for retaliation or rescue  --  are  kept  to    respond    to  terrorists  .  For  example , when photographs of the hostage 

117 # Lorne says : " Rachel is  funny  .  People  just    respond    to  Rachel  .  I  think she had a harder time adjusting to 

118 Lee says . " But you have  to  collect  rent  ,    respond    to  tenants  ,  fix  leaks . " # Amateur investors , Lee 

119 he 'll respond to his caregivers in  ways  he  wo  n't    respond    to  me  .  "  # Although she believes Quinton 's care is 

120 we still mean it . We 're  here  to  listen  and    respond    to  you  .  So  far it 's been a delightful dialogue . 

121 're the source . MAMA-GENA : Oh  ,  please  .  You    respond    to  us.  ROKER  :  Yes , of course . MAMA-GENA : But 

122 1989 ) designed for students ages 8  through  15  .  Students    respond    by  indicating  "  like  me " or " unlike me . " 

123 feminists are vividly aware of these  concerns  .  They  typically    respond    by  calling  for  legal  intervention to improve women 's status. ( 

124 us to bond with each other ,  while  our  male  counterparts    respond    by  "  holing  up  " all on their own . As we 

125 share of the sun 's  growth-sustaining  energy  .  Plants    respond    by  redirecting  more  of  their energy into above-ground growth , 

126 ? The environmental crisis calls the religions  of  the  world  to    respond    by  finding  their  voice  within the global community . As they 

127 we can think about our beliefs about  capacities  .  We  might    respond    by  saying  yes  to  the personality test item " I seldom have 

128 it is good . # Children and  musically  untrained  adults  alike    respond    with  these  extramusical  analogies  or focus on timbre , tempo , or 

129 assert the value of the achieved and  successful  life  ,  we    respond    with  discomfort  and  embarrassment  . And the more , no doubt , 

130 with a certain value draws out the  driver  's  obligation  to    respond    ;  to  cue  him  to his position with the social , if 

131 something -- shift to move away from  him  again  ,  or    respond    with  a  hug  .  And then he took his arm back . 

132 when Minnie tries to teach them the  Scriptures  ,  the  miners    respond    with  slangy  parodies  .  (Both the parodies and Minnie 's lessons 

133 ? In our awareness work we often  ask  people  how  they    respond    to  those  with  disabilities  . The first answers are predictable : 

134 provocation of a sudden cutoff unless he  knows  we  wo  n't    respond    with  military  action  .  # Meanwhile , because we buy about 60 

135 modern man from the closed world of  cities  and  suburbs  must    respond    to  with  a  tremendous  rush of excitement . For the 

136 haphazardly , assuming they either wo n't  be  contacted  or  will    respond    with  polite  indifference  .  Should employers wish to go deeper , 

137 Questions like that should prompt the calm  voice  of  reason  to    respond    with  a  question  of  its own : ARE YOU OUT OF YOUR 

138 three to a block in Shenzhen and  Guangzhou  ,  Chinese  companies    respond    that  their  model  is  not the East German Stasi but modern-day 

139 to a center that never opened .  Defenders  of  the  system    respond    that  bugs  still  have  to be worked out of the data fusion 

140 , " or , " accomplishing something  difficult  .  "  Subjects    respond    on  an  eight-point  scale  , ranging from " Not at all important 

141 in the way of the president 's  power  and  need  to    respond    in  emergencies  .  Second  , the alternative to doing something 

142 be ignored . The method of imagining  how  other  groups  would    respond    in  a  similar  situation  is a helpful mental exercise that can 

143 , me too , " she breaks  in  ,  and  I    respond    ,  "  You  're  three ? .... No , me too , 

144 she says . " I could teach  you  ,  "  I    respond    .  I  imagine  us  farther down the river , in a canoe 

145 airheads ? " he drawls . "  Huh  ?  "  I    respond    .  "  Airheads  ?  " Willis repeats , a little more clearly 

146 if someone asks me how the painting  's  going  ,  I    respond    ,  "  I  do  n't know . " I just have to 

147 , who is to blame for the  disaster  ?  "  I    respond    ,  "  The  Japanese  . " Our President saw Hitler as a 

148 majesty upon a spacious lawn . "  Great  ,  "  you    respond    ,  "  but  what  if I do n't live in Maryland and 

149 perch . Needing no introduction  ,  gyrating  throngs  adoringly    respond    ,  "  Snoop  Doggy  Dog ! " # Snoop 's raucous video 

150 nature of being a coach . They  're  the  ones  who    respond    I  do  n't  know  ; I guess I feel strongly even in 

151 tendency . Instead of reacting impulsively  to  situations  ,  they    respond    thoughtfully  .  They  are  able to consider multiple 

152 a given topic (using the KWHL  chart  )  .  Students    respond    verbally  .  Teacher  prompts  students ' thinking to generate more 

153 I 've been selfish . You guys  hungry  ?  (  RATS    respond    eagerly  )  Dinner  's  on me . We 'll go after closing 

154 their warnings -- they are our  white-coated  priesthood  --  and    respond    accordingly  .  #   Respond  how ? By increasing government 

155 And public health nurse Saleha Bismila suggests  ,  "  If  you    respond    early  ,  when  you  hear that first little sound that tells you 

156 language ; learn the different  types  of  disability  and    respond    appropriately  in  reshaping  the  physical parish environment 

157 is. # PS : What happens when  it  doesn  '  t    respond    like  a  human  would  ? # TL : There was one incident 

158 begun to talk back . This is  not  an  invitation  to    respond    in  kind  .  I  have said in public on several occasions , 

159 it 's key to respect what he  's  doing  and  to    respond    wholeheartedly  .  Your  delight  and participation in his flights 

160 to develop strategies to avoid the scenario  so  that  they  can    respond    quickly  when  they  sense  the elements falling into place . " We 

161 and finally dunks off an alley-oop pass  ,  the  Celtics  faithful    respond    approvingly  ,  as  if  he were a Celtic son . # Jordan 

162 wagging the dog , ' Mr. Nasr  said  .  When  they    respond    forcefully  along  the  border  , " U.S. commanders on the ground are 

163 to decline . Political disinterest  And  so  ,  politicians    respond    accordingly  .  Gernot  Sieg  , a transportation expert at the 

164 banks came out with their gold cards  ,  we  did  n't    respond    at  all  ,  "  Mr. Chenault said . " I can assure 
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165 week of Secretary Powell . He warned  India  that  Pakistan  would    respond    "  with  all  our  might " to any Indian incursion . # 

166 , it will no doubt continue to  be  called  on  to    respond    when  foreign  agricultural  fires  flare up . # To reach ARS 

167 attacked at Pearl Harbor on December 7  ,  1941  .  But    respond    it  did  .  After  an all-out mobilization , the U.S. engagement 

168 influences the way we behave and the  way  in  which  others    respond    towards  us  .  If  we do n't have clarity of our worth 

169 Markham , " Benedict 's New Ecumenism  :  How  Will  Anglicans    Respond    ?  "  pp.  11-12  . # Michael Root , " In Tough 

170 Within Group B , 5% of the  adolescent  girls  did  not    respond    .  Within  Group  A  , 3% of the adolescent girls stated that 

171 dahun (respectively , " to answer  "  or  "  to    respond    ,  "  as  in  a command ) describes the efficacy not only 

172 is diminished and corrupted through fear that  the  other  will  not    respond    --  or  may  over  respond -- heightening one 's own vulnerability . 

173 . Air Force One . Over ...  Air  Force  One  please    respond    ...  FIGHTER  PILOT  #1  Sir , this new bearing . We 're 

174 on reaction time . There is some  indication  that  some  people    respond    more  than  others  .  Some of the effects appear to be more 

175 taxes will cause them to cut employment  .  How  do  you    respond    ?  Most  of  them  borrow money , and they 'll make more 

176 past the stage of lamentation and on  to  a  plan  to    respond    .  The  world  is  not flat , but round . We are 

177 three is too many . If the  other  party  does  n't    respond    after  your  second  attempt  , it 's probably not going to work 

178 a buck is rutting hard , is  in  the  mood  to    respond    and  is  also  within  hearing distance , he will come running to 

179 staring at a naked woman on the  screen  .  How  to    respond    :  First  ,  try  not to get angry . Your son 's 

180 trained to work in forests do n't  necessarily  know  how  to    respond    .  So  a  fire  can roar through one of those housing developments 

181 agreed . But rather than jump into  discussions  about  how  to    respond    ,  most  seemed  to  fall into despair . # This stems partly 

182 we are about ingredients in our food  ,  the  more  people    respond    ,  "  says  Dan  Anglemyer , the line 's senior brand manager 

183 seven other ways to spend the money  and  asked  readers  to    respond    .  #   By  Monday  , 82 responses had been mailed or faxed 

184 I waited to see how my body  and  my  knee  would    respond    ,  and  the  knee  did n't . # " That knee has 

185 principal of the school . The school  has  45  days  to    respond    .  #   KAY  MICHAELSON  # Morrison # Responsible citizens # 

186 to whom the question is directed will  have  two  minutes  to    respond    .  Each  of  the  other contenders will be allotted one minute each 

187 last week , the association gave Miss  Harding  30  days  to    respond    .  Miss  Harding  's  lawyers were given only eight days by the 

188 on weapons if he was to test  how  George  Bush  would    respond    .  "  #   That  time frame dictates that if the United States 

189 those who entrust us to provide those  services  ,  I  must    respond    .  #   First  ,  let 's clarify the facts . There are 

190 . " # Arguably worse than the  guest  who  does  n't    respond    is  the  one  who  accepts and then does n't show . At 

191 an Australian disgrace to journalism . "   #  Murdoch  did  n't    respond    .  But  he  made  sure the newspaper he owned did . Turner 

192 to notify Walker Lampley and give her  a  fair  chance  to    respond    ,  and  broadcast  erroneous  information . # " We want public 

193 worst loss as Redskins coach . "  We  've  got  to    respond    .  Our  character  is  going to be tested . Our ability to 

194 giving us more time to identify threats  and  more  time  to    respond    ,  "  President  Bush  told Coast Guardsmen , police officers and 

195 Wait a minute , Sarah . HANNITY  :  Bob  Dornan  ,    respond    .  DORNAN  :  Sarah  , you know , let me tell you 

196 an entirely different kind of attack ,  that  every  time  we    respond    ,  our  concern  or  our interest is heightened in one area . 

197 They go through focus groups . They  find  out  how  people    respond    ,  what  people  will  accept and what they wo n't . In 

198 Sec . O'LEARY : Well , I  think  the  scientists  who    respond    in  that  way  have  a legitimate concern , not so much focused 

199 me- I mean , I 'll tell  you  what  ,  just    respond    to  ,  if  you  would , James , particularly to the- to 

200 She was devastated . ERIN-MORIARTY- (voi#  How  does  Cal  Harris    respond    ?  He  would  only  speak with us prior to trial if we 
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APPENDIX C 

REPLY: BNC 

1 Mm. (SP:PS4G3) So what I would  suggest  is  that  we    reply    to  to  this  for  you . Puts them on notice that you 

2 is right is it does n't make  any  difference  how  you    reply    to  an  invitation  .  (SP:PS0BK) Well I know , I mean especially 

3 to come , I 'll let  you  know  (SP:K6XPSUNK)  (unclear)    reply    to  it  (SP:K6XPSUNK)  Eleventh  of March (SP:K6XPSUNK) 

4 to er Chair , but I presume  you  wish  me  to    reply    to  some  comments  that  came from across the other side of the 

5 this county . (SP:PS4JA) Right , well  I  'm  going  to    reply    to  the  debate  ,  and then I hope we can move to 

6 them , that 's the point ,  he  's  got  to    reply    to  (pause)  some  of  the comments er , that er (pause) Simon 

7 less likely to pierce when the hide  is  thick  .  #    Reply    to  an  attack  The  " right of reply privilege " is often 

8 institution ... is one that depends on  participation  ,  it  will    reply    to  our  frantic  questions  : ' more participation ! ' If it 

9 be very hurt indeed ! You wo  n't  be  able  to    reply    to  this  letter  ,  as when you receive it I shall be 

10 off the hook . He will forget  the  first  question  and    reply    to  the  salesperson  's  later comment . # 5.6.2 SUMMARISE AND THEN 

11 too scared to use his own --  if  anyone  wishes  to    reply    to  his  infantile  shite  they can send them to him at the 

12 would be his task to hold Norma  Major  's  hand  ,    reply    to  the  debate  on  public relations , and to steady the bloody 

13 business without speaking , unless it  was  impossible  not  to    reply    to  some  query  .  She was glad Ferdinando was in the Brownings 

14 know ? Have you seen him ?  '  Michael  did  not    reply    to  this  but  the  Leader said : ' What if it is 

15 . I do hope I may remain  a  member  ?  Please    reply    to  Edinburgh  .  Please  can you telephone me , ringing again if 

16 or forward fields using LINEFEED or Ctrl/J  so  that  you  either    reply    to  the  task  mail  or forward it , not both . If 

17 the whole background of questions and had  found  it  difficult  to    reply    to  the  questionnaire  .  No Union debate had taken place on the 

18 4 of the Master Level Index .  SSRs  are  used  to    reply    to  Software  Performance  Reports  (SPRs ) , by providing an 

19 at the request of Labour which  wanted  the  opportunity  to    reply    in  full  to  the  Budget . Mr Prescott said Transport Secretary John 

20 For children robbed of their father #  I  FELT  compelled  to    reply    immediately  to  your  story  about the four children robbed of a 

21 take months , if not years ,  for  their  sovereign  to    reply    to  any  request  for  instructions . So leaders , and their 

22 polyunsaturates # From Dr C. K. Warren  I  would  like  to    reply    to  two  letters  published  in the November issue (Chem . Br. 

23 # May I , through the medium  of  Letters  page  ,    reply    firstly  to  Jack  Hill  (WW/April 91/p.352 ) . If he read 

24 the states . Easy for them to  say  .  When  Americans    reply    to  the  twenty-first  national  census on April 1st , they will take 

25 the file containing the original document and  click  on  OK  .    Reply    Yes  to  the  message  which asks if you want current styles updated 

26 the home are entitled to precisely nothing  !  I  wanted  to    reply    to  your  star  letter  about the lady who wanted to work but 

27 REQUIRED by young lady of 18 years  .  This  damsel  will    reply    to  any  romantic  knight  in shining armour MERRYDOWN CIDER , THE 

28 to them and ask them and about  a  month  later  they    reply    to  me  and  I  pass it on to her . (pause) Because 

29 this stage . The only other point  I  make  is  (unclear)    reply    to  Charles  (-----)  I  have some sympathy to him Charles 

30 evidence (unclear) What else  ?  (SP:PS4DD)  When  you    reply    to  somebody  or  send  an acceptance or (SP:PS4DB) When you 

31 THE DRAWINGS , on 18th March ( 5.99  )  ,  to    reply    to  Mike  Bradstock  's  challenge . He in turn contacted Searle 's 

32 members : # 1 . # that  the  shop  stewards  would    reply    to  Michael  Taylor  's  memo to all staff expressing the anger and 

33 end ? # New ideas needed #  I  am  writing  to    reply    to  your  correspondent  H  Wilson (Letters , 10 April ) who 

34 Education Service . Record of regional meeting  .  #  3  #    Reply    to  chairman  re  the  proposed development at Woodhall Mains Farm . 

35 for the following information : # Ready  archive  output  volume  .    Reply    CUU  to  which  you  respond by typing 181 then press ENTER . 

36 would shout ' Moses ' at him  and  '  he  would    reply    by  shaking  his  stick  at them . ' His home was equally 

37 The language helper gives  the  stimulus  and  you    reply    with  the  correct  response  . The person is kept constant , because 

38 ' courage and passion enough openly to  resist  society  ,  to    reply    with  declared  war  upon  the bourgeoisie . ' But later he 

39 Willie would affably juggle the child and  two  oranges  ,  and    reply    with  the  obvious  oath  . And his wife would flinch at the 

40 issue in pursuit of crisis and clarity  ,  Stavrogin  might  fairly    reply    that  he  did  n't  create himself lukewarm . He would never have 

41 , at this stage , each side  would  be  likely  to    reply    that  its  standard  conditions  governed the transaction . The 

42 chief constable contrary to his wishes .  The  latter  may  simply    reply    that  he  does  not  feel it is in the public 's interest 

43 are . ' Jessamy was so shaken  by  his  quietly  spoken    reply    that  she  could  n't  stop herself from over-reacting . ' Oh , 

44 women are asked what they think about  part-time  work  ,  they    reply    that  they  very  much  appreciate it . We are doing more for 

45 asked the Turks to shorten the cut-off  period  but  the  Turks    reply    that  they  have  been  releasing more water down the river and the 

46 carefully defined and carefully counted  scream  .  The  splitters    reply    that  only  fine-grained  analysis  can identify the precise 

47 Secretary of State , Sir Keith Joseph  ,  was  quick  to    reply    that  he  was  not  against the arts subjects : far from it 

48 legacy of an independent yeomanry  the  farmer  will  then    reply    that  no  one  is  going to tell him how to run his 

49 for not including such a  facility  the  manufacturers  often    reply    that  it  's  only  journalists who are interested in this feature 

50 new management at G &L.'; To  which  the  cynically-minded  might    reply    that  while  it  's  certainly fair for Fender to give inferior , 

51 So I believe at one time  (SP:PS56M)  Oh  well  (unclear)    reply    the  girl  I  used  to work with (unclear) wrote to me this 

52 you would like to reply , you  do  n't  have  to    reply    Mrs  (-----)  it  's  up to you . (SP:JNBPSUNK) (unclear) 
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53 as painful as death and therefore equally  cruel  ,  I  will    reply    that  ,  adding  up  all the moments of unhappiness of servitude , 

54 sarcastically , looking me up and down  .  Before  I  could    reply    Miss  Louise  called  out  , ' Who 's that at the door 

55 n't you , Rachel ? ' When  Rachel  did  n't  immediately    reply    Nina  peered  over  her  glasses at Greg and said , ' I 

56 stamp . Mr. Kennedy Is the Minister  's  very  carefully  worded    reply    an  attempt  to  distract  from the fact that the proportion of the 

57 by the police and got dune with  GBH  .  Do  not    reply    a  letter  to  Lewis  until I contact you because I could not 

58 similar weapons . Despite such statements ,  the  USA  continued  to    reply    on  a  nuclear  strategic  approach which was and remains 

59 it is one that depends on authority  ,  it  will  only    reply    :  '  More  authority  ! ' Institutions have the pathetic 

60 makes you so sure about these shares  ?  "  you  must    reply    ,  "  I  ca  n't divulge my sources . " The dealer 

61 a bike ... At this stage ,  the  prospective  client  might    reply    :  "  I  'm  skint ! " Peter Mackenzie tried not to 

62 . You specify:Salammb contains scenes of  shocking  violence  .  I    reply    :  do  you  think  they did n't happen ? Do you think 

63 little pinpoint of light . ' Thank  you  ,  '  I    reply    ,  in  a  voice  so matter-of-fact that I see Lil pulsate in 

64 singing about ? ' ' Ask your  aunties  ,  '  I    reply    .  '  But  I  bet they wo n't tell you . And 

65 . ' He kisses me . '  Funny  ,  '  I    reply    .  '  I  thought  I would fucking die . ' We sleep 

66 asks . ' For me at any  rate  ,  '  I    reply    .  There  will  be  a measure of relief even in Anna 's 

67 She smashed or what ? ' '  Devastated  .  '  I    reply    ,  without  much  strength  . In his eyes I amount to nothing 

68 Giles , now fully recovered , to  which  Liz  heard  herself    reply    ,  '  Well  ,  it 's as well you made the most 

69 I 'll say that for you .  "  And  she  would    reply    :  "  Mum  says  the secret is always to warm the pot 

70 n't it come out of taxation ?  '  Lesley  stood  to    reply    :  '  Let  me  explain . Wages for housework ... ' The 

71 asked to check their requirements ,  our  customers  quite  often    reply    :  '  You  tell  me what I need . ' Although it 

72 when the Toraja themselves are asked where  they  came  from  they    reply    :  "  Before  the  dawn of human memory our ancestors descended from 

73 operator 's screen . In reply to  your  request  he  will    reply    "  no  bearing  "  . Continue to call until you get a 

74 , he wanted to be with her  .  She  would  always    reply    :  '  That  's  very nice dear , but before the world 

75 its independence . If you call an  Englishman  British  he  would    reply    ,  '  British  if  you must , but English first . ' 

76 ' nothing much ' -- and they  usually  do  --  I    reply    ,  '  At  least  I 've got something to talk about ' 

77 they perceive as Labour 's terminal weakness  ,  and  they  will    reply    :  Neil  Kinnock  .  They can not imagine him as a Prime 

78 , asked her about his wife 's  condition  ,  she  would    reply    :  '  The  same  as usual . ' He eventually stopped inquiring 

79 ? ' they say . ' Still  am  ,  '  I    reply    .  With  two  abodes  , I have two of everything . One 

80 he complains of ? ' make it  your  golden  rule  to    reply    ,  '  Why  not  ask him ? ' If the person talking 

81 old-fashioned ' . (Yes -- you  will  think  and  then    reply    ,  '  out-of-date  '  or ' outmoded ' . ) The examples 

82 wish all politicians were like you ,  '  to  which  I    reply    ,  '  God  help  you , the place would be a madhouse 

83 matted armpits ? ' ' Yes ,  us  ,  '  I    reply    .  Eurowoman  does  n't  have a problem . She 's quite happy 

84 Regulars # Readers ' letters # A  problem  shared  ,  You    reply    #  Horoscopes  #  Animals  : breeding butterflies # In the kitchen # 

85 years ? ' ' What 's the  problem  ?  '  I    reply    .  '  Well  ,  ' they continue , ' we 've been 

86 house ? ' ' Oh yes ,  '  most  of  them    reply    .  And  so  you  carry on , with what is probably the 

87 do . ' ' Yes , yes  ,  '  we  all    reply    .  We  are  joined  by a couple of first-timers , a camp 

88 the leveraged buyouts of corporations  .  Goldsmith  could  merely    reply    ,  '  It  is  not our habit to marry Indians ' . 

89 open persons ' , while if they  ignore  the  remark  or    reply    negatively  they  may  be  accused of rudeness and/or showered with 

90 to be sent will include a 10%  discount  voucher  .  So    reply    today  .  #  COTSWOLD  by Paula Rosa # Cotswold combines the ageless 

91 ? ' and the nice stewardess who  had  taught  Mig  to    reply    in  a  Scots  voice  , ' Maggie 's fine , thank you 

92 . ' How yer doin ' mate  ?  '  He  would    reply    in  their  own  language  . ' All right , mate ' he 

93 myself replying . But in fact that  's  not  what  I    reply    at  all  .  Politeness  remains , even after all the other laws 

94 do you feel about it all ?  '  She  did  n't    reply    for  a  moment  ,  and he glanced at her anxiously . She 

95 had n't noticed before . ' Then  ,  before  she  could    reply    at  all  ,  '  Which reminds me -- how 's life as 

96 Are you angry ? ' ' No  ,  '  he  would    reply    shortly  ,  thinking  she  was implying he was mad -- insane -- 

97 like this ? ' Yes , '  she  forced  herself  to    reply    brightly  .  '  I  booked my ticket last Saturday . I leave 

98 Prize can be claimed only within the  next  SEVEN  days  .    Reply    NOW  to  make  the  most of all the opportunities offered to you 

99 . The best of British from yesterday  and  today  !  #    REPLY    NOW  !  YOU  COULD  WIN UP TO 125,000 # What 112 ROCK'N'ROLL 

100 in random order . It will not  be  so  easy  to    reply    instantaneously  ,  so  why  not number the ten on your list and 

101 pound (SP:KD8PSUNK) Well (SP:KD8PSUNK) and  as  long  as  I    reply    (SP:KD8PSUNK)  they  ca  n't  do anything . (SP:KD8PSUNK) 

102 I 'll send them a photo next  time  then  they  might    reply    .  (SP:PS0J1)  Yes  they  will definitely (SP:PS0J7) No one 

103 I , I feel that the ,  our  officers  when  they    reply    they  should  give  some  amount of detail and if they give a 

104 (SP:KN3PSUNK) the main explanation  why  so  long  to    reply    is  very  much  geared  to the fact that we are in the 

105 Mr (-----) would you like to take  exercise  your  right  to    reply    ?  (SP:JS8PS002)  Yes  thank  you Chairman , erm I 'll comment to 

106 . One is , is really ,  I  felt  I  should    reply    in  support  of  Mr  (-----) (unclear) concerning some of Mr 

107 alternatives were contacted . Four  other  consultants  did  not    reply    even  after  a  second  letter and phone calls to their secretaries . 

108 to choose a topic and speak .  A  government  minister  will    reply    .  (  b  )  Ten Fridays and four half days are given 
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109 at the child as open-ended questions that  encourage  the  child  to    reply    .  As  with  other  verbal games the child must type in the 

110 how one might legitimately understand the  play  ,  Freeman  might    reply    in  the  following  ways  . First , the cognitive model which 

111 , the customer . # YOUR EXTRA  FREE  GIFT  If  you    reply    within  7  days  #  Return your Free Trial Card within 7 days 

112 total silence . The falling-out lasted eight  months  .  Forced  to    reply    the  following  July  to  acknowledge a sum of fifty francs from Theo 

113 ' , and , if pressed for  a  reason  ,  may    reply    along  the  lines  of  , ' So that I can wear nice 

114 ? ' ' He 's my brother  ,  '  I  would    reply    ,  stony-faced  .  This  brought forth the usual gales of laughter 

115 this correspondent , to whom , sadly  ,  I  could  not    reply    because  she  did  n't  give her full address : ' Fantastic , 

116 be present . He will ask you  questions  .  You  can    reply    as  you  wish  but  I shall translate in whatever way I think 

117 with equanimity the fact of our working  .  To  which  I    reply    ,  '  All  right  , let 's think of the circumstances in 

118 Are you happy ? ' I ask  .  To  which  you    reply    ...  Dots  .  Twelve  dots arranged in groups of three . Mrs 

119 as I could . I was delighted  to  hear  English  voices    reply    .  '  Who  's  there ? ' they cried . ' I 

120 , but she was haranguing the empty  line  ,  demanding  he    reply    .  Now  he  listened  . There was no mistaking the voice : 

121 dozen years today , ' she said  .  Susan  did  n't    reply    ,  but  stroked  her  friend 's dirty and matted hair . Within 

122 was all there in her face .  Nevertheless  she  condescended  to    reply    .  '  I  'm  afraid we shall not be present . We 

123 . Thank you for your time .  '  She  did  not    reply    ,  simply  stood  holding  the door until he had gone . Then 

124 to admit it . Thing ? '  The  Thing  did  n't    reply    .  Its  lights  changed  their pattern . ' Thing ? ' Masklin 

125 Tubby took a large swallow before  gathering  himself  together  to    reply    .  '  Oh  ,  yes , it seemed the very thing . 

126 ? ' His father held him closer  ,  but  did  n't    reply    .  Two  days  later  , a Comrade Tulayeva came to fetch him 

127 can tell me your name . '  Katherine  was  about  to    reply    and  then  remembered  herself  . She bit off her words . Just 

128 , but the servant shook her grizzled  head  ,  reluctant  to    reply    .  Sara  went  to  the top of the spiral staircase and crouched 

129 her misfortune to meet . As he  opened  his  mouth  to    reply    he  was  interrupted  by  a polite cough . They both looked up 

130 price on the wedding-dress , Stephen ?  "  Stephen  did  n't    reply    .  He  began  to  walk back towards the house . Kate followed 

131 're both professionals , ' stated Kaas  .  Adam  did  n't    reply    ;  he  was  more  concerned about working out where he was being 

132 debate on immigration , to which Mr  Clarke  was  expected  to    reply    ?  The  Party  chairman  would decide later that day on what course 

133 Or should n't I ask ? '  The  man  did  n't    reply    .  He  looked  down  at the ground . ' I 'm sorry 

134 questions that really bug me about you  .  Please  will  you    reply    ,  otherwise  I  will  leave you on the station and tell my 

135 him . ' He 's insane .  '  Rodo  did  not    reply    .  She  turned  back  to the body . It was n't right 

136 on . Back in a minute ...  '  Before  she  could    reply    he  had  jumped  out  of the car to walk up the drive 

137 lies , of excuses and complaints .  '  Wilson  did  not    reply    .  Why  should  it  be imagined she would enjoy such lies ? 

138 the circumstances , but it was n't  .  I  did  n't    reply    .  I  looked  for  the first time straight into his moonlit eyes 

139 going to see her anyway , so  has  n't  bothered  to    reply    .  You  know  how  careless theatre people are . ' ' Of 

140 hall and Hazel realized that he was  waiting  for  him  to    reply    .  His  own  companions  were still coming out of the entrance burrow 

141 doing here ? " he asked ,  but  before  Patrick  could    reply    ,  he  glanced  at  the man holding him . " Its all 

142 you think this was through choice ?  '  Before  he  could    reply    ,  the  cabin  started  to vibrate . They clung to each other 

143 to her . It was making up  its  mind  what  to    reply    .  The  bath-towel  over  her head was warm and dry on her 

144 that , ' said Memet . Constance  did  n't  bother  to    reply    but  sat  down  beside  the cat , which in some ways reminded 

145 pick-up in the next street over .  But  before  Rainbow  can    reply    ,  a  star  goes  nova on her near-side window , courtesy of 

146 a stop to her activities . '  When  fitzAlan  did  n't    reply    ,  de  Villiers  glanced  down at Isabel 's unconscious face and 

147 to put it down to experience .  '  Before  she  could    reply    ,  even  if  she  'd known what to say , Phena sauntered 

148 on the black leather sofa . And  when  she  did  n't    reply    he  placed  a  hand  beneath her chin and turned her face towards 

149 been up to ? ' He was  too  taken  aback  to    reply    .  '  The  family  are absolutely incensed , and quite naturally so 

150 You 're not , are you ?  '  She  did  n't    reply    .  '  Jesus  bloody  Christ ! I never dreamt ... ' He 

151 in cycles , ' he said ,  taking  his  time  to    reply    .  He  was  as  certain of his audience as any man could 

152 are going for business reasons . "  When  he  did  n't    reply    she  felt  something  bad  approaching and tried to ward it off with 

153 back to London . ' Julius did  n't  even  bother  to    reply    .  Instead  ,  he  got out of the car and slid the 

154 , and looked sadly into the fire  .  Before  anyone  could    reply    ,  the  door  opened  and Mr Boldwood came in . He greeted 

155 with this charade any longer ? '  When  he  did  n't    reply    she  hurried  on  ,  ' There 's not a chance he 's 

156 and at the tastiness of the fish  .  Sara  did  not    reply    ;  she  was  too  hungry to spare any attention from her food 

157 smile over my shoulder . and then  ,  before  Vera  could    reply    ,  she  went  on  : ' When are you going to take 

158 known Fiver , you see . "  Blackberry  was  about  to    reply    when  another  rabbit  came  noisily through the thick dog 's 

159 looked him straight in the eyes and  was  just  about  to    reply    when  the  kitchen  door  opened and Gerard 's solid footsteps sound 

160 have to look to their brushes .  '  Amanda  did  not    reply    ,  but  the  following  week she returned to Dublin with one of 

161 across and took her hand . But  his  daughter  did  n't    reply    ,  her  eyes  continued  to overflow , the ticking carried on 

162 so fucking cold . ' No ,  '  she  heard  herself    reply    .  Yes  .  Yes  . I do mind . ' OK . 

163 drily , then set off across the  field  before  she  could    reply    .  Shannon  fell  in  behind him , muttering under her breath until 

164 a saying of the Prophet , to  which  the  headmaster  would    reply    ,  his  eyes  shining  , ' That 's it ! That 's 
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165 . How did he find out ?  '  Kopyion  did  n't    reply    and  the  Archon  continued  talking . ' Is there any progress on 

166 , very seriously , in the darkness  .  She  did  n't    reply    .  He  reached  out  to feel her . She was n't there 

167 now ? ' he said to Jack  .  Jack  did  not    reply    .  His  lips  were  parted , he seemed excited , agitated , 

168 , it must not be ... '  And  before  anyone  could    reply    ,  she  had  dissolved  into tears and rushed from the chamber . 

169 an odd question , after ten years  .  He  did  n't    reply    because  there  was  a  great crush at the exit , a group 

170 Avonlea school , is n't he ?  '  Anne  did  n't    reply    ,  so  Marilla  went  on . ' He 's very tall and 

171 at the time , Arthur ? "  Her  husband  did  n't    reply    ,  nor  did  she  expect him to . It was an understood 

172 eyes burnt into mine ; he took  a  long  moment  to    reply    .  The  faintest  ghost  of a smile . ' Do you feel 

173 they were they were dead for certain  .  Before  he  could    reply    ,  Lars  called  for  attention and he followed Ace and Kosi across 

174 ' She took another bite of fruit  .  Legion  did  not    reply    .  '  Legion  ?  ' ' Indescribable . ' ' Nice one 

175 Are you worrying about that ? '  When  she  did  n't    reply    he  added  ,  '  Look , things have a knack of seeming 

176 understand why , do n't you ?  '  She  did  n't    reply    .  Their  eyes  locked  . Time stood still . She saw his 

177 Maggie says they 're servin ' .  '  I  do  n't    reply    .  '  She  says  it 's a quick operation , ' he 

178 king or captain of the host ?  '  --  we  should    reply    ,  Nay  sir  ,  for we dwell among our own people ' 

179 In accordance with practice , the Home  Secretary  is  required  to    reply    before  giving  way  again  . Mr. Baker The definition of refugee is 

180 Thursday 30 January . Mr. MacGregor I  have  been  asked  to    reply    .  I  refer  the  hon. Gentleman to the reply that I gave 

181 the hon. Gentleman made and ask my  right  hon.  Friend  to    reply    .  The  hon.  Gentleman  mentioned prices . They are set by the 

182 Thursday 7 November . Mr. MacGregor I  have  been  asked  to    reply    .  I  refer  my  hon. Friend to the reply that I gave 

183 out some of the anomalies that the  Minister  says  he  will    reply    to  ,  such  as  the marrried student with two children who will 

184 on any d-i-y problem , write to  :  .  We  can    reply    only  if  :  1  : You enclose a valid Free Advice Coupon 

185 or even any medical questions  to  answer  providing  you    reply    before  27  April  1990  , and are eligible . As a policyholder 

186 even 60,000.00 if it is returned promptly  .  The  sooner  you    reply    ,  the  more  you  can win ! Look out for the official 

187 all ' , as this will be  patently  untrue  .  Instead    reply    along  the  lines  of  , ' I do n't think I have 

188 . # 5 # Be a good  listener  .  When  you    reply    ,  use  words  which  let the caller know you are paying attention 

189 , and Coleman was so astonished he  took  a  moment  to    reply    .  '  Do  you  think people with several tons of TNT know 

190 sent a very useful First Aid Kit  .  But  you  must    reply    by  the  close  date  shown on your application form . # AMERICAN 

191 ' Like most people responding to this  question  ,  I  would    reply    along  the  following  lines  : ' No . Neil Kinnock has more 

192 sweeter sings , I cry , #  And  the  spiteful  Rocks    reply    ,  #  (  Responsive  to the jarring Strings ) # Sweeter ... 

193 it . The leaders in a debate  will  be  allowed  to    reply    .  It  was  further  moved and agreed that Members should stand while 

194 list . Your PP reads each sentence  up-to-time  ,  and  you    reply    .  After  going  through  the list in the known order , be 

195 answer is likely to be in the  kitchen  .  Do  not    reply    until  the  end  of  the third sentence . If you find you 

196 the area 's oyster industry . Without  more  water  ,  Georgians    reply    ,  their  state  will  have to restrict growth , costing it 680,000 

197 So much for science , in that  case  ,  '  we    reply    .  '  It  's  obviously as stupid as everything else . ' 

198 it . ' Warner and Palairet were  too  taken  aback  to    reply    .  They  left  the  room in embarrassment . Not many hours passed 

199 for a busy device (such as  a  modem  )  to    reply    .  #  swapdisk=:Replaced  by  swapdisk=in SYSTEM.INI # REMOVING 

200 languages of the old empire , so  he  was  able  to    reply    in  perfect  Hungarian  .  The Hungarians were once bitterly 
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APPENDIX D 

REPLY: COCA 

1 to read the current events articles  and  summaries  and  then    reply    to  at  least  two  of the related discussion questions . Current 

2 ) # You bring up a very  important  question  ....   #     REPLY    TO  PREVIOUS  NEXT  SEARCH  MESSAGE MESSAGE MESSAGE MESSAGES # 

3 a Florida statute that required newspapers to  give  a  right  to    reply    to  political  candidates  they  had criticized -- an obvious 

4 give attention to the world , not  only  in  order  to    reply    to  the  attacks  and  the resistance of non-believers against 

5 . # We do not fully understand  how  the  planet  will    reply    to  our  injecting  large  quantities of CO 2 into the atmosphere . 

6 as a school-based activity . # To  encourage  the  children  to    reply    to  the  generative  parts  of the questionnaire question 3 asked 

7 Marshal General instructed the city 's Director  of  the  Draft  to    reply    to  the  paper  and  " take appropriate corrective measures if 

8 returned home to rural Ulster. sup17  The  second  wished  to    reply    to  accusations  about  his  conduct that other parties were 

9 catch up . Will not contact you  again  ,  unless  you    reply    to  indicate  your  own  interest . I gave it one more read 

10 sketches , which he thought  genuinely  excellent  ,  and    reply    to  her  requests  for  further directions . Soon she herself was 

11 first time , was that I might  find  a  dog  ,    reply    to  a  lost-dog  advertisement  like a decent citizen , and be 

12 was afraid that she would look away  from  the  street  to    reply    to  his  call  for  caution . Besides , when she was launched 

13 bully , you can fire off an  e-mail  and  they  will    reply    to  your  specific  situation  within 24 hours . I 'm a Bully 

14 one I faced in the department store  ,  wondering  how  to    reply    to  the  young  Black  man 's comment . Had I been thinking 

15 Chilean production aimed at the U.S. #  Bush  has  yet  to    reply    to  Callejas  '  call  for talks on a common market . But 

16 albeit sometimes after a considerable delay )  .  You  can  even    reply    to  messages  or  change  your calendar . # Since current phones 

17 Schumer . By her account (Schumer  's  office  did  not    reply    to  repeated  requests  for  an interview ) , the congressman said he 

18 no matter how elaborate the required answers  .  She  would  always    reply    to  any  plea  for  advice about containment or , God forbid , 

19 modern essay form in these pages .  But  I  wish  to    reply    specifically  to  Joshua  Boyle  , who was offended by the article 's 

20 can track expenses and help you create  ,  read  ,  and    reply    to  e-mail  .  But  all e-mail is sent and received via your 

21 does it last ? # We asked  Dr.  Marguerite  Shepherd  to    reply    to  your  important  questions  . Dr. Shepherd is a reproductive 

22 I 've already replied to similar questions  ,  but  I  'll    reply    to  your  question  the  way you put it . Well , first 

23 at his production company , the Really  Useful  Group  ,  did    reply    to  the  campaign  before  the open letter , stating that while their 

24 's legitimate desire to get enough information  on  the  study  to    reply    to  panicked  patients  and  doctors . # " We attempted to gather 

25 question . That is the number one  mistake  .  When  you    reply    to  spam  ,  in  some cases you are only validating that yours 

26 , 1990 ) . # (n25  )  Benjamin  ,  "    Reply    to  Oscar  A.  H.  Schmitz " (1927 ) , trans . 

27 . Participants are able to see each  other  's  responses  and    reply    to  one  another  .  Skype and Google Hangouts have been used to 

28 for building and testing theories .   #  How  would  Einstein    reply    to  Kant  ?  He  deployed Duhem 's holism in a novel way 

29 CRITIQUE OF HAYAKAWA 'S LANGUAGE IN THOUGHT  AND  ACTION  "   #     REPLY    TO  PROFESSOR  BURES  #   To begin with , I should like to 

30 hope you will be able to find  a  few  moments  to    reply    to  me  and  perhaps  give me your thoughts about these matters . 

31 # A noted Denver conservative radio talk  show  host  refuses  to    reply    to  me  personally  or  on his show . Before vouchers were refused 

32 army , so the rebels bombard it  furiously  .  The  Ukrainians    reply    by  lobbing  artillery  shells  and Grad missiles into the city . 

33 in countries to which he gives ;  Mr.  Soros  's  defenders    reply    by  citing  strict  rules  within the foundations for avoiding 

34 mutual suicide pact . " To which  it  is  necessary  to    reply    with  another  commonplace  saying  : " Hard cases make bad law . 

35 " Dayson can actually focus on what  you  're  saying  and    reply    with  a  sensible  thought  , " she says . # Last year 

36 of a message from **31;68;TOOLONG . My  first  mistake  was  to    reply    with  "  remove  "  in the subject line . This resulted in 

37 units hidden in thick forest  covering  the  surrounding  hills    reply    with  their  own  salvos  . # Uniformed rebels , some as young 

38 the other 's Stalins . This gets  nowhere  ;  if  we    reply    that  humanists  would  never  set up death camps , well , then 

39 reason to fight . The men ,  led  by  Bernardo  ,    reply    that  the  fight  is  called for because she was dancing with an 

40 of knowledge . (Hard-core  postmodernists  would  of  course    reply    that  playing  games  is  the only metaphysical commitment left 

41 a temporary construct , or nonexistent .   #  We  can  only    reply    that  the  assumption  of  its existence and value is justified by 

42 collectors , in their drive to find  patterns  ,  I  would    reply    that  the  question  is  not properly phrased , since everyone is a 

43 . # Opponents of the COINdinistas ,  sometimes  called  Contras  ,    reply    that  Clausewitz  still  offers  the best analytical framework to 

44 " or " free-market " eugenics  .  Defenders  of  enhancement    reply    that  genetic  choices  freely  made are not really eugenic-at 

45 see that identity is an illusion  .  The  multiculturalists  will    reply    that  there  is  no  contradiction , that America is a complex 

46 virtually every nation on this planet .  "   #  Military  officials    reply    that  the  antimissile  weapons  are intended only for defensive 

47 . # When people ask if we  have  children  ,  we    reply    that  we  have  books  instead . But we needed children to help 

48 will " realize windfall profits . "   #  Nursing  home  advocates    reply    that  changes  to  Medicare  fail to account for the fact that 

49 land on which the projects would rise  .  #  The  Palestinians    reply    that  the  main  problem  is Israel , which controls 60 percent of 

50 transplants become common . #  Backers  of  the  procedure    reply    that  extreme  cases  justify  risky and unproven medical 

51 democracy ca n't be imposed from the  outside  ,  but  others    reply    that  the  removal  of  a tyrant can allow democratic institutions 

52 nicotine levels , " he said .  But  tobacco  industry  officials    reply    that  previous  attempts  to  introduce nicotine-free cigarettes 

53 , and sometimes accuse their critics of  militancy  .  The  critics    reply    that  ,  when  religion  occupied a dominant position in society , it 

54 the basics-host 's name , date ,  time  ,  location  and    reply    telephone  number-include  a  map  and/or parking arrangements , 

55 is under increasing  pressure  .  University  administrators    reply    that  any  attempt  to  reduce payments for such costs would impair 
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56 them . " # The state 's  critics  ,  though  ,    reply    that  to  take  this  policy too far risks removing any economic 

57 out of more than 200 , sent  the  stamped  envelope  and    reply    card  back  by  the  due date . # " It was a 

58 you for the reddening of the child  .  "  The  guests    reply    ,  "  Camagu  !  " This may be loosely interpreted as ; 

59 he asks . " Of course I  do  ,  "  I    reply    .  "  Well  ,  that 's your answer , " he says 

60 do when you 're fishing . "  Yep  ,  "  I    reply    .  "  Gon  na  hang out a shingle or something ? " 

61 copy of your postcard to Genevieve last  month  ,  "  I    reply    in  the  American  way  , pronouncing her name with hard consonants 

62 're the radiologist . " # "  Hi  ,  "  I    reply    before  I  recognize  her  . She has the same ruddiness in the 

63 ? " # " No . Not  yet  ,  "  I    reply    ,  looking  Dr.  Smith  directly in the eyes , figuring it important 

64 Forty years is a long time ,  rabbi  ,  "  you    reply    .  But  Rabbi  Sapotnik  looks incredulous . " Of course , forty 

65 # " I knew you would ,  Matteo  ,  "  I    reply    .  #   I  am  comforted in his presence , or even within 

66 reply : # OLD ENOUGH TO KISS  YOU  .   #  I    reply    :  #   CLEVER  .  SO WHEN WAS YOUR FIRST KISS ? # 

67 He replies : # WHAT WAS IT  LIKE  ?   #  I    reply    :  #   FIERCE  .  TWO DOGS NIPPING AT EACH OTHER . I 

68 replies : # IMAGINED THEN OR IMAGINE  NOW  ?   #  I    reply    :  #   THEN  .  AND NOW BECAUSE OF THEN . # He 

69 . Eat leftovers . " # "  Sure  ,  "  I    reply    .  "  Are  we  saying yes ? " # " It 's 

70 now ? " " Playing with the  children  ,  "  I    reply    from  the  window  .  Euler sighs , scratches his cheek . " 

71 " # Princess Dashkova : # "  Naturally  ,  "  I    reply    .  He  laughs  and  tugs at his cuffs , Which are rumpled 

72 Americans ! " But what 's this  !  The  helmeted  men    reply    back  ,  "  We  're not Americans . We 're French ! 

73 # " I 'm not afraid of  him  ,  "  you    reply    in  a  low  voice  , close to the driver 's head , 

74 . " Maybe I 'm happy being  me  ,  "  I    reply    .  She  leans  forward  . " Are you ? " " No 

75 me . # " How was your  trip  ?  "  I    reply    .  #   Before  she  can answer me , I see the heads 

76 up for Mom . " I admire  Dick  ,  "  I    reply    .  "  Light  on  his feet , after all those years . 

77 Mouse ? " Jonathon says . "  Yes  ?  "  I    reply    .  "  Do  all  Canadians live in igloos ? " " I 

78 . # " Are you hungry ,  Prissy  ?  "  I    reply    in  my  standard  kitty  voice , higher in pitch and somewhat 

79 I have not met the king of  Spain  ,  "  I    reply    over  and  over  .  # Edelstein hung up on me today . 

80 is not . # -I 'm of  two  minds  ,  I    reply    .  #   This  comes  as no surprise to her . -Of course 

81 points ? " she asks . "  Eight  ,  "  I    reply    ,  a  little  smugly  . There were only ten points maximum . 

82 who suck up the taxpayers ' money  ...  "   #  I    reply    #   "  Yeah  ,  downsizing in the federal government # makes 

83 . " " That 's not a  solution  ,  "  I    reply    .  Du  Lili  looks  concerned and whispers to Kwan . Kwan whispers 

84 // " Hilde , whatever are you  saying  ?  "  I    reply    .  I  have  called  my mother by her first name since I 

85 " // " You 're kidding ,  right  ?  "  I    reply    in  disbelief  .  I  pause for a moment . Suddenly I forget 

86 " he says . # " So  what  ?  "  I    reply    .  "  You  're  still the greatest . " # " There 

87 a girl 's body . " "  Hmm  ...  "  I    reply    .  We  pause  silently  with our dilemmas , and drift back to 

88 Hashim . " " Happy to meet  you  ,  "  I    reply    automatically  .  I  put  the food and beer down on the little 

89 one to get slobbered over . "  Thanks  ,  "  I    reply    as  I  try  to  extricate my hand . My mind is more 

90 flyover right side up . " "  That  ,  "  I    reply    ,  "  Would  be  greatly appreciated . " For the most part 

91 It 's not what you need to  do  ,  "  I    reply    .  "  It  's  what you need to be . " Slowly 

92 the nets ready ? " " Just  about  ,  "  I    reply    .  "  They  'll  be ready by the time we need ' 

93 . " # " Of course I  care  ,  "  I    reply    ,  but  Hailey  's  back and tugging on my hand . # 

94 attack , you would not be fussing  ,  "  the  paramedics    reply    in  a  joking  manner  . // What the hell did they say 

95 ask why I spelled Lynn like a  girl  ,  I  would    reply    ,  "  Because  that  's the way my mama spelled it . 

96 politics of bitterness . Bitterness ? Ah  no  ,  I  'd    reply    :  betterness  .  I  reject what is because I believe things can 

97 they exalt themselves to  the  heavens  .  Christians    reply    simply  ,  "  The  Lord is my shepherd-you are n't ! " 

98 it 's like to lose a son  ,  '  and  I    reply    ,  It  's  true  . You ca n't . ' " Some 

99 her , you would n't be so  sure  ,  "  I    reply    .  #   "  Just  rubbish . Hocus-pocus . Mumbo jumbo . " 

100 How much money do you really need  ?  Most  people  immediately    reply    ,  "  A  little  more . " O.K. , but at what 

101 to see the Republicans nominate for president  next  year  ,  I    reply    :  John  Engler  .  The glazed look that usually follows implies a 

102 Stewart in Vertigo . " I 'm  trying  ,  "  I    reply    weakly  .  #   Up  top , Alois Epp awaits our arrival . 

103 , he asks what I am working  on  ,  and  I    reply    ,  "  Taking  care  of my father . " Without missing a 

104 do n't know what happens when you  die  ,  "  they    reply    .  #  THE  YOLNGU  , says Batumbil , are people of fire 

105 than this , you need to go  midengine  ,  "  I    reply    .  I  'm  tugging  the tiger 's tailJuechter tends to get grumpy 

106 sandwiches we ordered out of a catalog  last  month  .  -    Reply    by  Nov.  7  to  : **26;1853;TOOLONG (subject : " Art Contest 

107 Joe , who was very fond of  his  sister  ,  would    reply    ,  "  I  like  to play with Josie , and the kids 

108 and nearly all  animal  rights  advocates  would    reply    ,  "  What  's  wrong with that ? " There would certainly 

109 their goal at the beginning of the  day  and  they  'll    reply    ,  "  To  kill  a big bull . " Not me . 

110 're a disgusting , selfish baby .  "  He  waited  to    reply    until  he  could  say  , " There . All gone . Nothing 

111 , I love and hunger to hear  !  "  You  might    reply    ,  "  I  am  myself , not a ghost of parents or 

112 and say , " Me want that  !  "  I  'd    reply    ,  "  Sorry  ,  pumpkin . These foods are for grown-ups . 

113 by Armani , though if ever asked  ,  Chandler  would  likely    reply    ,  "  Who  is  Armani , a patient of mine ? " 

114 his radio to Eric Nordenson , who  bends  his  chin  to    reply    in  his  lapel  microphone  , " I 'll have a yellow one 

115 Bataan One " and " Bataan Two  .  "  The  Americans    reply    ,  "  We  are  Bataan 's watchdog . Follow us . " 
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116 to the depths of their being .  "   #  Hogwash  ,    reply    many  students  and  faculty  members . Prof. Alan Dershowitz - an 

117 children are at greater risk . "   #  Maybe  so  ,    reply    the  optimists  .  But  they argue that children are n't necessarily 

118 he says . # " " No  fish  ,  "  I    reply    .  "  "  Not  even a strike . Mudding up pretty bad 

119 ? " he asks . # "  Customers  !  "  they    reply    ,  punching  the  air  with their fists . # The routine is 

120 an ink-printed " of course I 'm  thinking  of  you  "    reply    from  her  mom  2  1/2 hours away in Lewisburg , Pa . 

121 we do it in New York .  "  And  he  would    reply    :  "  Well  ,  guess what ? We 're not in New 

122 without returning . " # If I  could  ,  I  'd    reply    :  Bidh  mi  '  gad fhaicinn -- " I 'll be seeing 

123 at the box office peak . To  which  Austin  himself  might    reply    :  "  Smashing  !  " # Star who is shy in real 

124 money , to which , borrowing a  phrase  ,  I  would    reply    ,  "  Show  me  the lost money . " # My sense 

125 East be basically solved , sir ?  YASSER  ARAFAT  :  I    reply    in  Arabic  ,  please  , well , okay , because it is 

126 New York at the U.N . in  September  ?  The  presidents    reply    "  God  willing  .  " Richard Roth , CBS News , Tehran 

127 of the proud and evil heart .  The  chief  chose  to    reply    indirectly  by  means  of  parable . It is an extremely interesting 

128 , but no favorable replies were received  .  Some  did  not    reply    at  all  and  others  said that they did not play that sport 

129 a good use for your technical abilities  on  the  voyage  .    Reply    at  once  .  #   Next day the following telegram arrived . # 

130 SoSohad done everything but hold a gun  to  his  headto  simply    reply    in  the  negative  when  asked whether he had anything to say . 

131 " Suskind asked , suddenly a bit  ashamed  of  his  testy    reply    a  moment  before  .  " Sit down a minute , finish your 

132 The price of prosperity , dear ,  "  his  mother  would    reply    ,  more  soft-heartedly  .  " At least everybody 's getting enough to 

133 . The others , the paying ones  ,  we  hoard  and    reply    to  promptly  .  #   What I most appreciated about Smith 's essay 

134 PROSPECTIVE JURORS WHO answer to please .  These  are  people  who    reply    in  the  manner  they  think the judge wants to hear or the 

135 mother of Christ : PREFORMATTED TABLE #  the  "  Coplas  "    reply    as  follows  ,  in  terms as brief as they are unwavering in 

136 against pandemic A/H1N1 letter . Lancet  .  2010  ;  375:author    reply    802-3.  http  :  **42;66973;TOOLONG  # 34 . Johns MC , Eick AA 

137 involved in a dispute with the government  ?  Before  I  could    reply    my  friend  started  to  fill me in on the details. (n1 

138 , that would n't work , "  I  was  quick  to    reply    .  "  It  has  to be a factory where I can observe 

139 the explicit purpose of exchanging them with  a  partner  who  will    reply    .  Some  students  use  these journals for insightful reflections 

140 prize . " " Not quite !  "  Politzer  had  to    reply    .  He  'd  been  beaten to Stockholm by Russell Hulse , another 

141 addressees (imagined readers ) whom they  do  not  expect  to    reply    .  Actual  readers  of  a literary text may or may not consider 

142 and figurative thought , cognitive scientists  would  do  well  to    reply    --  or  at  least  to overhear . # 

143 nothing , one had minor edits ,  and  one  did  not    reply    .  Finally  ,  a  third member check consisted of sending a summary 

144 know what you mean , " is  all  that  I  can    reply    .  12:20  p.m  .  I answer two e-mails and send one asking 

145 : When he asks what you 've  been  doing  ,  you    reply    ,  Thinking  about  the  Sumerians , because you do n't want to 

146 The dead !  methinks  a  thousand  tongues    reply    ,  These  are  the  tombs of such as can not die . 

147 Me thoughts I heard one calling ,  Child  ;  And  I    reply    'd  ,  My  Lord  . " I laughed grimly and rushed back 

148 , let others speak their minds fully  ,  and  only  then    reply    or  ask  a  question  . They had met other peoples who talked 

149 WITH THE BOSTON POPS ORCHESTRA JUNE 17  .  STOP  .  PLEASE    REPLY    .  STOP  .  My  mother says my hard work has finally paid 

150 birthday he 'll never forget . What  's  your  proposal  ?    Reply    c/o  Lime  Island  Weekly  , Box 1811 . # March 12 Dear 

151 he will read this electronic correspondence  in  his  morning  and    reply    when  it  will  be  night for you and you will be asleep 

152 the last thing Sierra wanted to hear  .  She  did  n't    reply    as  she  ran  her  hand along the books in an old shelf 

153 the most noble Imperator would like ?  "  Before  Pompey  could    reply    ,  another  blare  of  trumpets sounded , and the gold service was 

154 . " Macbean looked mulishly at the  floor  and  did  not    reply    .  Hamish  patiently  took  him through exactly when the theft had 

155 He rushed on , not waiting for  Nick  's  father  to    reply    .  "  The  party  often ask you to do union work , 

156 's seat . " Yep , "  Birdy  never  failed  to    reply    .  Her  last  boyfriend  , her former fiance , back in Chicago 

157 do you refuse , Comrade Prisoner ?  "  Shan  did  not    reply    .  On  the  grounds  that I can not lie for you , 

158 IRA section or off the job .  "  She  did  n't    reply    .  I  looked  at  her as she messed around with a lemon 

159 ? " wondered Mrs. Hunnowell , delighted  .  I  did  not    reply    .  Yet  something  of  the tilt of her head had called to 

160 know that , do n't we ?  "  Bryson  did  n't    reply    ;  no  reply  was  called for . " And on a separate 

161 a fire to warm you through .  "  Before  Candy  could    reply    there  was  a  series  of crashes from outside the Head , accompanied 

162 had the chance to meet her .  "  Jase  did  n't    reply    ,  but  closed  his  eyes , resting his head back against the 

163 in the she-cat 's voice but Leafpaw  felt  too  wretched  to    reply    .  Her  mind  flooded  with bitter memories of how the Twolegs had 

164 at home to keep us together .  "  He  does  n't    reply    ,  so  to  fill  in the space , I keep talking . 

165 I do n't deal with the dead  ,  "  Howie  would    reply    .  That  concluded  the  discussion . Ask me about the ones who 

166 with all these pickle jars ? "  The  men  did  not    reply    ,  but  ,  surprised  by Buddy Boy 's tone , one of 

167 Trinity for us ? " (Dory  made  as  if  to    reply    ,  remembered  that  Agnes  was waiting , and turned away . ) 

168 Squad ! " Ooh , yes ,  please  do  !  we    reply    ,  bouncing  with  happiness  . A- # 

169 troubles , " says Grant . She  explains  that  if  you    reply    ,  Jimmy  is  likely  to ask you for money -- " an 

170 Don still OK and still in the  same  place  ...  please    reply    .  "  We  've  never had a request to reply before so 

171 ability to comprehend much of what others  say  but  unable  to    reply    .  They  ca  n't  formulate thoughts into coherent phrases or 

172 . " No , you did n't  ,  "  she  'd    reply    .  Then  she  'd  show me the full pill container as proof 

173 
10010 . VOLUME OF  

INQUIRIES DOES N'T  ALWAYS  ALLOW  US  TO  
  REPLY  

  OR  RETURN  PHOTOS  ,  WHICH BECOME PROPERTY OF  

COUNTRY LIVING AND 

174 hardworked , " said my mother before  I  had  time  to    reply    .  "  I  never  let her stop for a moment . " 
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175 to leave in the first place ?  "  I  did  n't    reply    .  He  went  on  , " I called Mr. Burling and he 

176 Is your dad working on it ?  "  Clarence  did  n't    reply    .  The  following  week  's tally of little disturbances included a 

177 say . " He is . "  When  she  does  n't    reply    I  stand  up  to  make dinner . What I said about Jack 

178 the Parliamentary History goes on : #  Mr.  Fox  rose  to    reply    :  but  his  mind  was so much agitated , and his heart 

179 . Ai n't that right ? "   #  Doc  does  n't    reply    .  He  picks  up  the three Michelob bottles and carries them out 

180 argument includes a glaring fallacy to which  I  never  bothered  to    reply    .  It  would  take  too many paragraphs now , so I shall 

181 # " Oh , yes , "  Mr.  Higgins  hastened  to    reply    ,  "  I  adore  children . I just never had any because 

182 school , residency , or practice had  taught  him  how  to    reply    .  #   Not  long  ago in the oncology clinic where I work 

183 the colonies . " # Congress  granted  Franklin  permission  to    reply    ,  which  he  did  on July 30 . It was an adroit 

184 what Sails has said , and he  takes  a  while  to    reply    .  Ca  n't  let  anyone see that tear . The core of 

185 you read a book ? " She  pauses  in  mid-grip  to    reply    ,  "  You  mean  a book book ? Not having anything to 

186 on what it picked up . When  the  user  wanted  to    reply    ,  the  device  would  assess the kind of data being sent and 

187 most recent pathetic attack on me ,  I  feel  compelled  to    reply    .  #   Remember  me  ? I 'm the one that , to 

188 wears . # Devyne knows better ,  the  glance  seems  to    reply    .  #   Monica  will  always give audiences Monica . # And if 

189 her husband 's estate . She had  until  Nov.  22  to    reply    ,  and  she  rejected  the offer , saying the property was under 

190 ! " Drew cries , but they  do  n't  get  to    reply    .  #   She  is  gone , happy to brighten up their morning 

191 out its threat . " If Israel  is  attacked  we  will    reply    .  "  #   Ze'ev  Schiff , Israel 's senior defense correspondent , 

192 # " What are you talking about  ?  "  he  'd    reply    .  #   In  hindsight  , Jeff says they should have acted sooner 

193 day that she loves him . He  very  likely  will  never    reply    .  #   When  Jacob  turned 1 , Sukin and her husband , 

194 's Hall of Fame . He almost  laughed  too  hard  to    reply    .  #   "  If  I were a nontrade unionist , an agent 

195 " Yes , I 'm happy ,  "  the  colleague  will    reply    .  #   Many  Wall  Streeters declined to speak publicly about 

196 . # SQUANDERING RESOURCES # Editor --  I  am  compelled  to    reply    after  your  recent  articles  on Central Valley water woes and 

197 remind us about a dentist appointment or  something  and  we  'll    reply    in  minutes  ,  "  Steven says . # All seniors are responsible 

198 I 'll mark it on my calendar  ,  "  I  'd    reply    .  #   It  was  probably the upgrade-o-philia that finally got to me 

199 him , looking right into his face  .  He  did  n't    reply    .  He  looked  like  the classic tuned-out , bored teenager . # 

200 is now her nerves are showing ,  to  which  her  supporters    reply    ,  whos  wouldnt  .  Richard Roth , CBS News , London . 
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APPENDIX E 

ANSWER: BNC 

1 our investigation , he reports to me  .  In  turn  I    answer    to  the  Assistant  Commissioner  of Specialist Operations who has 

2 kind of parent or what kind of  child  you  are  .    Answer    yes  or  no  to  the statements below and see If it helps 

3 or bad self-image upon you now that  you  are  adult  ,    answer    yes  or  no  to  the statements below . # 1 . # 

4 the Lectures of the Veterinary Professor  --  I  will  first    answer    to  that  --  that  it would be dangerous for the progress of 

5 is neglected and is left to individual  entrepreneurs  who  have  to    answer    to  nobody  but  themselves  . We need to pay as much deliberate 

6 policies the industry would have to be  in  a  position  to    answer    '  yes  '  to  a number of harsh economic questions . These 

7 Speech ' by an anonymous blacksmith ,  or  '  The  Taylors    answer    to  Vulcan  's  speech  ' , are all from Dublin around 1725 

8 I mean I 'm not (pause) yo--  you  ca--  you  can    answer    with  er  (pause)  with  impunity . Now fourteen people in this 

9 inhabitants of the district ? ' he  said  ,  '  I    answer    that  it  was  sufficient  to prove that , the manufacture being one 

10 such evasiveness does not help your case  .  How  would  you    answer    charges  that  the  New  FADS were awkward , slate-grey , repetitive 

11 right . (SP:PS1PR) and they 're not  allowed  to  disagree  and    answer    back  and  argue  as  , I do n't think anybody likes (SP:F8RPSUNK) 

12 before you answer it . Never argue  with  her  .  Never    answer    back  .  Never  try  to be funny . If you do , 

13 him to stop it at once .  I  expected  him  to    answer    her  back  --  there  was such a passion in his music , 

14 off and insult someone who does n't  have  the  balls  to    answer    back  because  you  've  picked the wrong girls here darling , fuck 

15 domineering . I 'd generally talk him  round  ,  but  never    answer    back  .  He  'd  threaten that I 'd not get any money 

16 Alyson Williams , Chakka Khan ... I  do  n't  bother  to    answer    him  back  when  he  goes on like that . He has this 

17 up public opinion against Wykeham , to  St  Paul  's  to    answer    for  his  erroneous  teachings  . Gaunt was determined to defend 

18 or any other damnable philtre is here  ,  then  you  will    answer    for  it  ,  not  at the Guildhall but before King 's Bench 

19 appear before the Lords of Council and  Session  in  Scotland  to    answer    for  his  conduct  as  curator aforesaid or in connection with any 

20 (deleted:quote) retorted the widow , '  But  how  will  you    answer    for  this  mornin  's  work ? ' ' To man I can 

21 much condemned , low-carbohydrate method of  dieting  had  much  to    answer    for  in  making  social  eaters fat . The idea that ' if 

22 council house ? What does it mean  ?  And  unless  you    answer    that  question  ,  you  're just pandering to people 's emotions . 

23 I 'm completely comfortable with ! (SP:FLGPS000)  Can  ,  can  we    answer    this  question  about  why  , why we 're stirring up misery ? 

24 got an ideal two academics there that  might  be  able  to    answer    a  question  ,  a  very practical one . (SP:PS5VN) Well I 'm 

25 for it ? (SP:PS67X) er I do  n't  know  how  to    answer    that  question  ,  all  I can say is we 're going to 

26 Only when you 're having a conversation  .  (SP:PS05X)  When  I    answer    the  telephone  ,  I  switch it off . I done that numerous 

27 at the door (SP:PS05Y) No I look  ,  I  got  ta    answer    the  door  (SP:PS060)  Oh  get lost (SP:PS05Y) Oh alright 

28 Dolly . (SP:PS0GH) Mm.  (SP:PS0GG)  She  ca  n't    answer    it  !  (SP:PS0GF)  What  's that ? (SP:PS0GH) Ball . 

29 phone goes this morning , hop of  Daisy  ,  goes  to    answer    it  ,  Santa  's  Grotto he says , a member of the 

30 them in regard to its application ,  and  two  ,  then    answer    any  practical  questions  er  where our members may find that there 

31 of things that you 've got to  know  .  (SP:PS21L)  (unclear)    answer    those  questions  (SP:PS21P)  Yeah  . (SP:PS21L) as you put 

32 . (SP:PS6MC) Well that 's a load  of  waffle  ,  that    answer    nothing  does  n't  it  ? (SP:KLSPSUNK) (unclear)2. 

33 to ask me questions , and maybe  I  can  try  and    answer    them  ,  I  mean  , it 's just as you wish . 

34 Yes . (SP:JNNPSUNK) Er when you feel  that  you  ca  n't    answer    our  questions  in  open  session , if you could indicate that then 

35 some relaxation and I 'll ask Group  Captain  Granville  White  to    answer    that  .  (SP:JNNPSUNK)  Well  the specific question I asked is 

36 that I now hold , and I  would  be  pleased  to    answer    any  questions  that  you  might have during the next two or three 

37 clash of personalities and a way forward  .  I  want  to    answer    the  questions  on  jobs  . (pause) Those jobs can be protected , 

38 not everybody agrees with him . I  would  just  like  to    answer    one  or  two  things  , erm , erm , he , he 

39 sort of (SP:PS5ND) No. (SP:PS5NC)  in  all  honesty  ans--    answer    what  he  said  ,  you more or less made a statement and 

40 nobody has to answer a camp on  .  Nobody  has  to    answer    a  telephone  ,  so  , alright . So it could go on 

41 And you 're so anxious to justify  yourself  ,  that  you    answer    the  question  ,  and  then you go on to tell me all 

42 the council offices and everyone was on  holiday  or  nobody  'd    answer    the  phone  or  what  normally happens at council offices , they 'd 

43 synthesis established by the time it ended  .  Clearly  ,  to    answer    Adorno  completely  would  require  nothing less than a complete ' 

44 for instance , amounts to an assertion  that  one  can  not    answer    the  question  '  How  do you know that you are in pain 

45 Vendme assured William IX of Aquitaine that  he  was  trying  to    answer    the  summons  to  the  ducal court , but that every time his 

46 7 ) . I do not have  to  observe  anything  to    answer    the  question  ,  '  Are you in pain ? ' : pain 

47 deep and ultimately inexplicable evil .  No  one  attempts  to    answer    Lear  's  question  ,  ' Is there any cause in nature that 

48 for establishing transcriptional strength (Fig.  1  )  .  To    answer    the  question  ,  whether  this fragment is also able to enhance 

49 the most characteristic . The correlations  can  be  extended  to    answer    a  wide  variety  of  chemical questions . We may be able to 

50 in a Common Law Court , but  before  himself  ,  and    answer    the  petition  on  oath  . The writ is called a subpoena , 

51 requiring him to attend for interview  at  her  offices  and    answer    questions  or  otherwise  furnish  information . The applicant 

52 in Illinois , would need , and  was  expected  ,  to    answer    the  allegations  made  against  it . Although ' service ' was in 
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53 ) that the court considered that there  was  no  need  to    answer    the  second  part  of  question 1(d) in Ex parte Jaderow Ltd. and 

54 nor are members of staff always going  to  be  available  to    answer    students  '  enquiries  .  All this is tantamount to saying that , 

55 Thus , for example , a defendant  may  be  required  to    answer    an  interrogatory  disclosing  the  whereabouts of property which 

56 meaning of selected cohesive devices in the  passage  ;  they  then    answer    factual  questions  about  the  passage . # Understanding writer 's 

57 ai n't . She 's nice .  Extract  2  T  :    Answer    the  question  will  you  ? S1 : Oh leave us alone for 

58 and non-jargon-using people whose task it will  be  to  try  to    answer    questions  ,  some  of  which may be quite baffling to them . 

59 main cause of death . We need  ,  therefore  ,  to    answer    two  questions  for  infant  mortality rates : why do working-class 

60 the boy who waved at him .  Subjects  took  longer  to    answer    a  subsequent  question  like  Did the boy that the man saw wave 

61 To enter , name the 10 Historic  Scotland  properties  pictured  and    answer    the  questions  relating  to  them . Send your answers with your name 

62 to join the French Foreign Legion .  My  job  was  to    answer    the  telephone  and  welcome  the patients , who were mainly wealthy 

63 saying that he was the last person  to  be  able  to    answer    them  )  ,  I  believe that he had experienced a moment of 

64 other constantly . ' I would ring  him  and  he  'd    answer    the  phone  almost  immediately  . It seemed as if he would answer 

65 month , he and his ministerial team  had  been  asked  to    answer    questions  from  the  floor  . Unkindly , I laughed and told him 

66 need to be kept in the picture  so  that  they  can    answer    employees  '  questions  as  and when they arise . So it is 

67 work-in-progress and finished goods , for example  .  It  aims  to    answer    two  basic  questions  :  How much should be ordered and when ? 

68 , and there were accusations that some  market  makers  did  not    answer    their  phones  ,  so  that quotes were not accurate . An 

69 But what , more precisely , are  these  costs  ?  To    answer    this  question  ,  GHM  define ownership as control over the ( 

70 the Disciplinary Committee on  three  previous  occasions  to    answer    allegations  ,  two  of  which related to other rock bands . # 

71 added indignantly , ' I 'm serious  ,  Robert  .  Please    answer    my  questions  .  '  With obvious difficulty he controlled his mirth 

72 the German army and therefore could not  properly  be  asked  or    answer    any  such  questions  .  Prosecuting counsel then said quietly to 

73 great care , then slowly she said  ,  '  Before  I    answer    that  ,  Rachel  ,  there 's something I want to ask you 

74 you your life . Not much perhaps  ,  but  if  you    answer    my  questions  I  can  arrange for a pardon to be sent down 

75 of acid where fond memories should have  rested  .  '  So    answer    my  question  ,  '  he urged after the waiter had poured their 

76 occasion ? ' ' I 'm answering  no  question  until  you    answer    a  few  .  Why  should you be hostile to me ? I 

77 it up . Come on , for  Christ  's  sake  .    Answer    the  bloody  phone  .  Jim Scott drummed his fingers on the table 

78 to put up with Harry ? "  "  I  ca  n't    answer    that  .  "  "  What will you do if the police come 

79 not to consider the man sitting next  to  her  and  to    answer    the  question  logically  .  ' That 's rather difficult , is n't 

80 , not knowing what to say .  '  How  can  I    answer    that  ?  '  she  said at last . Some instinct told her 

81 answer when I ring the bell ,  you  may  refuse  to    answer    my  letters  or  return  my calls when I leave a message on 

82 ' If the phone rings again I  'll  get  Brenda  to    answer    it  ,  '  she  said . ' She 's got this whistle 

83 Let us wait in the shadows .  '  He  refused  to    answer    my  persistent  questions  .  We went out and stood in the bailey 

84 they not ? ' he asked .  As  Simon  did  not    answer    his  question  Hugh  lay  watching the sunlight on the water through 

85 But even when the shuttle she was  on  turned  back  to    answer    the  mayday  ,  she  made sure her disguise -- patterns of others 

86 the road to Oxford ? ' '  Oh  ,  I  'll    answer    all  that  in  due  course . But for the rest ? Well 

87 office , the phone rang . With  no  ward  clerk  to    answer    it  ,  and  no  sign of anyone else more senior . Juliet 

88 am looking for a receptionist . You  know  ,  somebody  to    answer    the  phone  and  post  letters . ' Louise was overjoyed with the 

89 the Robemaker , standing very still .  '  You  do  not    answer    my  other  question  ,  Human . ' ' Oh , about getting 

90 get a few holes in before work  .  '  Will  you    answer    the  door  ?  '  ' Okay , okay ! ' came the 

91 if God has answered that trivial prayer  ,  he  will  also    answer    my  monumental  ones  .  Maybe it is good that Crilly has not 

92 sympathy . ' I am empowered by  His  Royal  Highness  to    answer    any  questions  on  his  behalf , ' announced the Prince of Wales 

93 perspective . I am sorry , I  am  only  trying  to    answer    the  question  .  #  Interruption We are talking about an 

94 the Public Accounts Committee , Ministers  should  be  prepared  to    answer    questions  about  them  ?  Mr. Renton I disagree with my hon. Friend 

95 opinion -- yes or no ? The  Prime  Minister  I  did    answer    that  question  .  Before  asking his second question , the right 

96 have avoided it ? # Interruption Mr.  Brooke  I  shall  first    answer    the  second  part  of  the hon. Gentleman 's question . I have 

97 What I said to the Prime Minister  was  that  he  should    answer    that  part  of  the  question to him that was in order . 

98 Friend and I am pleased to be  in  a  position  to    answer    his  question  .  He  is entirely right about the British 

99 responsibility . If they did , they  would  be  forced  to    answer    parliamentary  questions  and  they  might find that they were 

100 with solicitors , surveyors , estate  agents  and  builders  ,    answer    your  questions  ,  and  send you a weekly progress report . So 

101 Lucky Star . To win one of  these  super  prizes  ,    answer    the  following  questions  in  our specially-compiled quiz : 1 Who 

102 weighted questions would  be  as  follows  (deleted:table)    Answer    your  first-choice  question  and  , if you finish or run out of 

103 birds enjoy being handled , no matter  how  tame  .  To    answer    the  understandable  need  to  touch and be involved with animals , 

104 or seriously injured in an aircraft crash  ,  ministers  have  to    answer    questions  from  MPs  about  the event and , of course , ministers 

105 hotel and restaurant staff with  the  language  necessary  to    answer    clients  '  queries  and  to supply information on their own 

106 Joan (Medway 71926 ) -- she  will  be  pleased  to    answer    your  queries  .  #  ANNUAL REUNION # The Annual Reunion will be 

107 , the Enquiry Clerk in the same  office  is  available  to    answer    questions  and  give  guidance  . # DETAILS OF SOME OF THE STATE 

108 to suit many tastes . # Oven  to  Tableware  #  To    answer    today  's  need  for  a more relaxed and casual style of entertaining 
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109 such a character ? 4 How do  you  think  she  would    answer    these  questions  :  a  ) Are you happy with your life ? 

110 is it appropriate to say more or  say  less  ?  To    answer    some  of  these  questions  , let 's first look at some of 

111 Madeleine F.C.J. and Bishop Kevin O'Brien  all  helped  me  to    answer    this  question  .  The  words and melodies of the hymns used during 

112 of the other 80 banks . Heron  's  board  declined  to    answer    questions  .  Lenders  to  Heron Corporation , which operates the 

113 more conversation , ' he snapped as  Miss  Hall  moved  to    answer    an  entirely  reasonable  question  from Bruce Anderson of the 

114 the Ministry of Defence ? ' Can  the  Secretary  of  State    answer    the  question  which  has  remained unanswered since this dispute 

115 General Noriega to retire or return to  the  United  States  to    answer    drug  trafficking  charges  .  The polls show that about 70 per cent 

116 , Liverpool L69 3EB . Please note  :  We  can  not    answer    queries  personally  and  no  correspondence will be entered into . 

117 call within five seconds . Operators also  do  more  than  just    answer    the  phone  .  In  one typical case reported recently by the Union 

118 case , his chain of reasons remains  unsupported  unless  he  can    answer    one  more  question  :  ' Why do you want to look at 

119 , but a wave motion in what  ?  (  Trying  to    answer    that  question  would  ,  during the nineteenth century , tie up 

120 least a central kernel of meaning that  is  relatively  clear  .    Answer    this  to  begin  with  . Then , as to the doubtful ' 

121 iv # Talk with the teacher ,  listen  and  ask  and    answer    questions  .  #  v  # Respond appropriately to a range of more 

122 to a panel of mixed experts and  lay  people  ,  and    answer    questions  about  the  engineering  issues as well as matters to do 

123 measure up to what teachers expect at  this  stage  ?  To    answer    such  questions  from  potential  employers or grant-awarding 

124 proposition , which was evidently  begotten  of  inability  to    answer    that  difficult  ,  because  inherently unanswerable , question . 

125 impressed by her presentation when she  appeared  before  us  to    answer    questions  .  She  combined  considerable teaching experience 

126 rules ' for rewards # Read these  stories  and  try  to    answer    the  questions  as  briefly  as possible . # Stefan # Stefan was 

127 in a normal night . Only sleep  stage  deprivation  experiments  can    answer    the  question  whether  one  stage or another is more restorative , 

128 van boys , errand boys , messenger  boys  ,  boys  to    answer    telephones  ,  boys  to  hold horses ' heads and other kinds of 

129 of this ferment mean for multimedia development  ?  Before  we  can    answer    this  question  we  need  to address another . Will HDTV succeed in 

130 . You might receive some additional  related  information  if  you    answer    the  question  correctly  --  just to further expand your already 

131 our questions ; we also want your  ideas  ,  so  please    answer    the  final  question  .  # RECOMMENDATIONS # Our final 

132 have 60 bottles to give away to  the  first  readers  to    answer    the  following  question  and  send their answer , with their name 

133 expected not just to have one by  you  ,  but  to    answer    it  or  ,  if  you can not (because you are ' 

134 moniker on this new Ibanez FGM 100  and  if  you  can    answer    two  easy  question  it  could be yours . # 1 ) # 

135 n't go anywhere without it ! Now  ,  please  could  you    answer    my  questions  as  I  'm desperate to find the answers : # 

136 your wedding day . We regret that  we  are  unable  to    answer    your  letters  personally  .  However we do have some helpful free 

137 makes them tick . What makes Paul  tick  ?  Before  we    answer    that  ,  we  need  to remember one essential fact about Paul . 

138 shoes ... They do n't have to  be  smart  ,  only    answer    questions  ,  like  why  dogs hate cats and why God is n't 

139 you a believer ? ' I seldom  find  anyone  who  will    answer    this  question  monosyllabically  !  And it usually leads to the 

140 enquiries , which means that the  vendor  's  solicitors  will    answer    various  questions  about  boundaries  , fences , drains , etc . A 

141 What is God ? ' before I  set  about  trying  to    answer    the  question  of  whether  or not this God exists . # many 

142 we ca n't read your writing .  '  How  does  he    answer    the  man  who  says  : ' Do n't go to the lowest 

143 passing her mother 's cup to her  .  "  Well  ,    answer    me  .  Do  n't  sit there sulking . It 's no good 

144 Mrs Carson , knows ? ' he  asked  .  '  You    answer    her  description  .  '  ' I expect so , ' Ruth answered 

145 n't got it , then who the  bloody  hell  has  ?    Answer    me  that  ,  go  on ! There 's four guineas missing here 

146 there was a hint of savagery in  his  tone  .  '    Answer    me  !  '  '  It was a mistake , ' Robyn whispered 

147 unforgivable . ' Stop prevaricating ! '  she  demanded  .  '    Answer    me  ,  Lucenzo  !  Answer me honestly for once , will you 

148 's disfigured face , he wondered .  George  still  did  not    answer    Davis  .  His  thoughts  were in turmoil and his open guileless face 

149 her in a belligerent manner , as  though  challenging  someone  to    answer    her  .  '  Melody  ! What are you doing here ? You 

150 limbs , Julia tried to make her  mind  work  enough  to    answer    him  .  '  We  should n't either of us have anything to 

151 , just for a moment Lisa did  not  trust  herself  to    answer    him  .  If  I  open my mouth I 'll end up screaming 

152 What now ? ' he asked .  But  she  did  not    answer    him  ,  only  bent  and lowered herself into the water , hissing 

153 physical shock of seeing him so unexpectedly  .  Luke  did  n't    answer    her  immediately  ,  but  the grey eyes were eloquent as they dropped 

154 had said ... Even then she might  have  decided  not  to    answer    him  ,  or  she  could have let it be seen by accident 

155 that she was alive . But there  was  only  silence  to    answer    him  .  Suddenly  the  eagle opened his wings , fell back in 

156 of trains since 1979 , there must  be  a  question  to    answer    Female  speaker  It  's  the best verdict we could have hoped for 

157 (unclear) (pause)  (SP:F7XPSUNK)  Sir  he  does    answer    on  conditional  bail  today  . (SP:F7XPSUNK) Well bail will be 

158 now , and my lids flutter before  my  face  .  I    answer    .  '  Yes  ?  ' ' Is that Claudia speakin ' ? 

159 you had worked side by side ?  And  he  had  to    answer    :  Yes  ,  it  did . ' How did she die ? 

160 to knock you into shape , you  'll  obey  orders  ,    answer    up  smartly  when  you  're spoken to , and be alert at 

161 slight irritation to show ? At any  rate  she  did  not    answer    at  once  and  Wycliffe  had to insist . ' I 'm afraid 

162 of nomes . You wanted to ask  me  .  I  can    answer    now  .  I  was  made . I know this is true . 

163 should ask the people what they want  and  trust  them  to    answer    sensibly  .  I  intend  to commission a survey soon to find out 

164 on the dice shows which question to  answer  .  If  you    answer    correctly  ,  keep  the  card and play passes to the next player 
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165 . (SP:PS04H) Yeah . (SP:PS04D) It wo  n't  cost  until  they    answer    .  It  wo  n't  cost you anything . (SP:PS04H) Wendy . (pause) 

166 , the competition was a very simple  one  ,  difficult  to    answer    but  it  was  very  simply put (pause) it was asking for people 

167 (unclear) overflow (unclear) acknowledge ,  we  probe  ,  we    answer    and  confirm  .  The  temptation to answer the (unclear) . Now 

168 , and firmly places him as an  empiricist  .  '  I    answer    ,  in  one  word  , from Experience : in that , all 

169 within several milimetres . This may be  a  difficult  question  to    answer    ,  and  indeed  these  techniques may not be comparable , unless one 

170 on pain of penalty under section 2(13)  if  he  refuses  to    answer    ,  can  be  reconciled  with his right to invoke the protection of 

171 a caution would be a reasonable excuse  for  a  refusal  to    answer    ,  within  section  2(13)  of the Act of 1987 . My Lords 

172 or early 1961 . The first question  is  more  difficult  to    answer    .  One  problem  is  the vagueness of the whole concept . At 

173 simply one question to ask of you  and  ,  before  you    answer    ,  I  must  inform  you that I know full well the delicate 

174 the other . Script : she speaks  .  He  does  n't    answer    .  She  speaks  again  . Silence . She speaks again , chattily 

175 door had Resenence Jeopardy behind it ?  '  Lucien  could  not    answer    .  After  a  few  moments , Walterkin said , ' Perhaps it 

176 looked up at him again . '  Do  I  have  to    answer    ?  '  '  Of  course not . But let me give you 

177 I beg you . ' She was  gone  before  Jenna  could    answer    ,  the  door  softly  closed behind her , and Jenna went to 

178 , I suppose you know that ?  '  Frederick  did  n't    answer    and  she  sighed  a  little . Then looked at Carrie . She 

179 or searching for something in his mind  .  He  could  n't    answer    .  Rodomonte  saw  his  father beating his mother . He heard himself 

180 even this morning , I might have  found  it  difficult  to    answer    ,  '  said  Melissa  slowly . ' I was prepared to believe 

181 The parson felt trapped . It was  a  difficult  question  to    answer    .  '  Ah  ,  that 's a different matter , ' he 

182 , she swung her head away ,  not  knowing  what  to    answer    .  It  seemed  as  if this man would always somehow have the 

183 could hear him in the room ,  yet  he  did  n't    answer    .  Something  dropped  to  the floor , there was a rattle of 

184 , ' The first part of your  question  is  easy  to    answer    .  Kirsty  is  currently  staying with me . As to the second 

185 had tightened with compassion and distaste  .  Menzies  started  to    answer    but  Cameron  put  his  hand on his arm , shook his head 

186 posted it . I expect she 's  been  too  busy  to    answer    ,  he  thought  ,  what with the war and everything . For 

187 ' Are you sure , doctor ?  '  And  Laura  would    answer    ,  '  Nothing  is  certain in science , but nevertheless it looked 

188 did he expect of her in return  ?  Fen  did  n't    answer    ,  but  instead  of  continuing straight up to the house he took 

189 the questions fill his mind . The  questions  he  could  not    answer    and  could  not  ignore  . Looking back , he saw that , 

190 kept interrupting with questions  that  Constance  could  n't    answer    and  which  seemed  irrelevant  beside the tremendous fact that 

191 questions about Tony 's car , none  of  which  Anne  could    answer    .  '  I  only  know it has four wheels and it goes 

192 friend be long ? ' he asked  .  Before  I  could    answer    ,  Paddy  emerged  flashing  a torch in our direction . ' Right 

193 # This may have been a difficult  question  for  some  to    answer    as  it  was  an  assessment of their own abilities . Some of 

194 me . I had to know .  He  just  did  n't    answer    .  The  woman  ran  to a friend in college and immediately went 

195 forests , armed with articles of inquiry  for  local  juries  to    answer    .  The  first  session  was opened at Stratford Langthorne , in 

196 court . Finally , he summoned Pole  himself  to  Rome  to    answer    '  certain  religious  suspicions  ' . Mary was outraged by these 

197 probable lay-out of the paper that he  will  be  expected  to    answer    ,  and  the  amount  of time likely to be allowed on each 

198 type of fish is that please ?  '  Before  I  could    answer    ,  the  fish  expert  butted in with ' Oh that 's just 

199 , are n't we , Joe ?  '  He  did  n't    answer    and  drank  the  rest  of his lemonade in silence , glancing between 

200 what kind of day each has had  ,  telling  them  to    answer    as  if  they  were  the other . It is surprising how little 
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APPENDIX F 

ANSWER: COCA 

1 others above him . I , on  the  other  hand  ,    answer    only  to  one  :  the president . Even there I acknowledge him 

2 October 1932 ) : 231-234. 12 .  Florence  Hornaday  ,  "    Answer    to  a  Plea  for  Married Women Teachers , " School and Society 

3 traffic . What 's more , they  do  n't  have  to    answer    to  a  real  boss  , only a disembodied voice crackling over a 

4 " Downtime is that time when you  do  n't  have  to    answer    to  anyone  ,  when  you have no responsibilities . It 's that 

5 because you saved a pitcher on Sunday  ,  how  do  you    answer    to  your  boss  and  the fans ? How do you answer to 

6 waitress at the Steak and Rib  ,  Ellen  actually  does    answer    to  "  Mrs.  America  " but does n't regularly watch her husband 

7 , communication , or  collaboration  .  Strong  candidates    answer    BBI-style  questions  by  explaining  past experience and 

8 concerning the greenhouse business that they  will  be  able  to    answer    only  by  talking  to  the various vendors at the flower show . 

9 did ? " It was not unusual  for  Barry  Yost  to    answer    a  question  with  a  question . He was , after all , 

10 your father will put two and two  together  for  you  and    answer    you  with  one  word  . Are you ready for this ? # 

11 And what happens if when you ask  a  question  ,  they    answer    you  with  that  techno  babble that you do n't understand ? Should 

12 of the person who struck the fatal  blow  ,  and  to    answer    the  challenge  that  the  villagers ' action has posed to royal 

13 has been staking out middle-of-the-road turf  in  an  effort  to    answer    the  charge  that  Democrats  are weak on defense . # Both sides 

14 , done any fishing lately , the  Blazers  .  They  would    answer    back  ,  or  they  would say one of the ten or twelve 

15 Only the wholeness of responsibility . With  my  life  I  must    answer    for  what  I  have  experienced and understood in art .... Art and 

16 that the defendant , having been "  indicted  or  held  to    answer    for  a  serious  crime  , presents a demonstrable danger to society , 

17 to say . # " He was  adopted  ,  "  I    answer    for  her  .  #   " And does he know ? " # 

18 . " Dad ! " she objected  .  He  did  n't    answer    for  a  long  moment  , and as if in response to this 

19 for a " first class " pro  model  .  Someone  would    answer    for  this  utter  incompetence  ! Of course he 'd signed waivers . 

20 camera items for legal purposes in both  instances  )  .  They    answer    the  families  recommendations  in  the newsletter in a formal 

21 to identify their most  traumatic  experience  and  then    answer    a  series  of  questions  about it . But youth living in environments 

22 our parent workshops and helped us  target  our  interventions  ,    answer    questions  ,  and  provide  general support . The parents learned 

23 , who are notoriously evasive . Whereas  others  may  refuse  to    answer    questions  to  avoid  the  wrath of vengeful spirits or the heated 

24 his father among the Luguru . But  Fundi  Mdawalo  could  not    answer    this  question  ,  since  all that he knew came from watching his 

25 the Hawaiian dry forest ecosystem ? If  the  biologists  ca  n't    answer    this  question  ,  how  can they be sure that , if left 

26 . # How did these diverse breeding  systems  evolve  ?  To    answer    this  question  ,  we  use a two-pronged approach . First , we 

27 to them having the abovementioned  varying  perceptions  ?  To    answer    this  question  ,  school  and nursing service managers ' 

28 all parts of the TRBKQ . Descriptive  statistics  were  used  to    answer    questions  related  to  overall  beliefs and knowledge of the 

29 the syntax required by a diverse set  of  tools  .  To    answer    this  need  ,  an  automatic model generation and verification 

30 engaged in EDI in the prior two  years  were  asked  to    answer    questions  based  on  hypothetical  involvement ; this group was 

31 of a good friend of the same  sex  and  then  to    answer    the  same  questions  about  the friend . Thus , we had birth-order 

32 tasks that follow immediately. 10  Our  study  attempted  to    answer    the  questions  of  whether  the enhancement of spatial ability is 

33 through the process can be a big  help  .  They  can    answer    your  questions  ,  proofread  your entries , and help calm your 

34 rather than out beating the bushes for  food  ?   #  To    answer    this  question  ,  we  must peer beneath the birds ' beautiful 

35 , by John Woodmorappe . The book  ,  which  seeks  to    answer    the  more  mundane  questions  of Noah 's voyage , includes such 

36 may be that the defenders of the  "  aesthetic  "  could    answer    the  advocates  of  the  " religious " view of art with a 

37 something worth defending ? Moral  politics  defended   #  To    answer    these  questions  ,  we  need to return to the original 

38 for a handful of economists paid much  attention  to  trying  to    answer    the  most  basic  question  of all -- how many Americans are working 

39 (2 ) rigorous application of "  scientific  method  "  can    answer    fundamental  questions  in  all  areas of inquiry ; and (3 ) 

40 each artifact . For each item ,  have  students  attempt  to    answer    the  following  questions  :  # What is it ? # What problem 

41 game and its rules ? # Once  the  theraputic  team  can    answer    (  understand  )  those  questions , the next step is therapeutic 

42 debris that falls to Earth holds clues  that  will  help  us    answer    these  questions  .  That  's why we go to the ends of 

43 character feeling about the situation ?  What  clues  helped  you    answer    that  ?  What  is  happening on this page ? What do you 

44 the manner that they think the researcher  wants  or  may  not    answer    certain  items  .  Additionally  , some of the specific measures 

45 and ninety-five percent of films ,  that  does  not  really    answer    the  question  of  whether  or not individual performers , 

46 or thirty year campaign  .  Different  conservatives  will    answer    this  question  in  different  ways , and those who are most averse 

47 these concerns in future research , we  may  be  able  to    answer    some  of  the  questions  that continue to puzzle those of us who 

48 however desirable from Gompers ' point of  view  ,  did  not    answer    what  to  do  about  the majority of the working class which was 

49 parts . After each part , students  are  asked  to  orally    answer    one  to  five  questions  read by the teacher about the section that 

50 or AIDS (Herek et al. ,  1998  )  .  To    answer    this  question  ,  the  three subscales , as well as the confidant 

51 lawyer needs to figure that out ,  Merlin  says  ,  to    answer    key  questions  :  Who  is going to get the money ? How 

52 on a diskette along with the times  each  subject  took  to    answer    each  question  in  the  training session and actual case . The case 
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53 , 1995 ) . The public does  not  know  how  to    answer    simple  questions  such  as  " Is there anything blocking the 

54 " (246 ) . We are  relieved  from  having  to    answer    the  unanswerable  "  What  is it ? " question (172 ) 

55 extremely understudied population . Studies  like  this  begin  to    answer    important  questions  about  who  these youth are and what their 

56 is derived . # We can only  ,  MacIntyre  suggests  ,    answer    the  question  "  What  am I to do ? " if we 

57 n't mean to , it just came  out  that  way  .    Answer    the  question  .  "  # " Oh come on , Ronald . 

58 (and I choose to hear them  )  ,  sometimes  I    answer    their  prayers  .  As  in those cases you mention . " Xglotl 

59 " You hear me ? Get em  outta  here  and  go    answer    those  goddam  calls  .  " " In this kinda blizzard ? " 

60 do n't you , Mr. Garrison .  #  JIM  #  Please    answer    the  question  .  #  SHAW # Of course not ! Such a 

61 the screen drop , he waited to  see  if  Jenny  would    answer    it  .  After  three  rings , he did it himself . " 

62 , I might add , sounded like  a  kidney  thief  to    answer    the  phone  .  '  ' Wade , you 're changing the subject 

63 feel Maggie nodding her head as I  began  to  write  and    answer    an  essay  question  in  my head . Lymph nodes are pea-sized organs 

64 father depends on me , I run  inside  the  house  to    answer    it  .  #   "  This is Drew , " says the voice 

65 I barely managed to say . #  "  You  did  n't    answer    the  phone  because  you  were sick ? " # " Yes . 

66 taste/every open skin pore now suspect Who  on  this  planet  could    answer    such  a  question  asked  , so non-chalantly , with anything but Yes 

67 Low Lands . But I must leave  Marian  a  moment  to    answer    an  e-mail  from  a  man perplexed in Pasadena : # What do 

68 opened ! It never opened before !  "  Rokey  could  not    answer    them  .  He  could  not speak . He turned away , making 

69 else is as simple , sophisticated ,  and  speedy  .  Just    answer    the  questions  its  interview  poses , and the program does the rest 

70 Karen and Matthew in an expansive ,  mellow  mood  ;  they    answer    my  questions  without  feeling  as if they 're being 

71 to be instructors and officers . The  rest  make  coffee  ,    answer    the  phone  ,  shuffle  paper , water the plants , and decorate 

72 seem too impatient to answer your questions  .  Circle  those  that    answer    your  questions  and  are  helpful with their suggestions . # 

73 want to write the Great American Biography  .  "  But  biographies    answer    two  primal  human  needs  : to be told a story and to 

74 66196  Every  month  ,  we    answer    a  bunch  of  your  burning beauty questions . Q What 's the 

75 Phone Calls Before You Leave for the  Day  "  ;  "    Answer    Mail  Within  the  Week  " ) -- I drove myself crazy believing 

76 of telescopes and technology to make  the  discoveries  that  will    answer    astronomy  's  "  big  questions . " " The Hubble Space Telescope 

77 universe is expanding , what is it  expanding  into  ?  To    answer    this  question  ,  we  need to get into the geometry of 

78 is beyond present capabilities  .  Such  searches  may    answer    some  of  the  big  questions about how galaxies formed : Theories 

79 among the highest in the industrial world  ?  How  do  we    answer    Senator  Daniel  Patrick  Moynihan  's haunting question : " Will we 

80 : " Results ? ' Sorry but  the  company  did  not    answer    our  inquiry  .  Have  a nice day . ' " Gonzales admits 

81 , January 1991 . ) # New  research  is  needed  to    answer    some  of  the  questions  that linger after nearly two decades of 

82 we heard a knock at the door  .  He  went  to    answer    it  ,  and  I  ran into his bedroom and shut the door 

83 relate the future more to yourself .  Poetry  does  n't  just    answer    questions  ,  but  poses  them . " -Lane Jennings , research director 

84 and wars from 1928 to 1945 was  composed  in  order  to    answer    questions  that  had  arisen  specifically in connection with the 

85 : Goh would visit Daniel and Swartz  in  their  offices  ,    answer    their  questions  and  receive  their feedback on the week 's events 

86 , Vanguard and other fund companies  have  created  departments  to    answer    fee-only  and  fee-based  planners  ' questions and provide them 

87 to invest Disney with their own yearnings  .  Disney  promises  to    answer    our  deepest  desires  for  security , support , love , involvement , 

88 Canseco of scribbling said , " I  'm  not  allowed  to    answer    that  ,  but  it  certainly did n't go below " the unnamed 

89 fundamental question of human existence --  and  the  attempt  to    answer    that  question  is  ,  for him , what makes human life worthwhile 

90 his mind . That 's because he  's  been  forced  to    answer    questions  about  bin  Laden  's radical , fascistic Islamism , 

91 . # Dear Henderson : I have  been  too  busy  to    answer    your  letter  --  which  arrived early last week . But do n't 

92 She was very somnolent . I had  to  arouse  her  to    answer    questions  ,  but  she  was lethargic and could n't give me any 

93 techniques . # The multitude of  disks  is  also  helping    answer    a  pressing  question  in  extrasolar planetary science , says 

94 , " Badir replies . " I  do  n't  want  to    answer    these  questions  .  I  am a soccer player , and that 's 

95 top navigational experts of the day in  hopes  that  they  can    answer    this  question  ,  "  What 's the best route to take to 

96 goals and image . They quickly agreed  that  Bush  would  not    answer    every  question  posed  by  reporters , as Ronald Reagan often tried 

97 art performs best when it asks questions  instead  of  presuming  to    answer    them  .  Documents  11  is on view in Kassel , Germany June 

98 as suggested by Jeffrey Zaslow 's column  (  "  Caring  Readers    Answer    Kids  '  Letters  to  Santa , " Nov. 12 ) , no 

99 a way for congregations to attract new  members  .  Those  who    answer    Graham  's  altar  call  are referred to local churches in their 

100 him down and jump on his bones  .  The  competing  studs    answer    questions  like  :  #   - Which of you is more likely to 

101 or limits put on the interview but  that  Simpson  declined  to    answer    questions  about  the  time  line on the night of the murders . 

102 That 's a membership matter . I  do  n't  care  to    answer    that  .  #   Q.  Maybe my questions are because I 'm on 

103 ship 's captain , Gus Rankin .  Mr.  Maxwell  did  n't    answer    a  knock  on  his  cabin door at 9 a.m. , according to 

104 . We get dozens of letters a  month  but  we  can    answer    only  a  selected  few  , and only in the column . BALANCE 

105 put his rivals on the hot seat  by  inviting  them  to    answer    his  questions  on  his  show ? # " Obviously , I can 

106 jail for 17 months for refusing a  judge  's  order  to    answer    questions  before  a  grand  jury . # Clinton planned to propose a 

107 needed to master key phrases before they  'd  be  able  to    answer    the  questions  .  #   " That 's the trust that is built 

108 society . Only 52 percent of Catholics  agree  that  religion  can    answer    most  of  #   today  's problems , compared with 69 percent of 
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109 said . " It seems to me  that  anything  that  helps    answer    those  questions  is  important  , no matter how minuscule it might 

110 SCHWARZKOPF : Well , I think I  'd  let  General  Horner    answer    that  from  the  standpoint  of the air campaign because this is , 

111 answer the question , " he said  .  "  I  'll    answer    it  straight  to  America  . I 'm not going to appoint a 

112 they succeeded in cutting the amount of  time  it  takes  to    answer    calls  by  81  percent  -- with no change in staffing levels . 

113 , religiously . # A : Oh  ,  I  could  n't    answer    that  .  That  would  be impossible . You know , many people 

114 Despite these controls , the study is  not  large  enough  to    answer    these  questions  definitively  .  It will only tell researchers 

115 businesses , and Fall wanted his staff  to  be  able  to    answer    questions  about  the  nascent  stock market . # " Like any 

116 's growing multiracial population . # Q  :  How  can  I    answer    my  form  on  the  Internet ? # A : You can do 

117 virtually every airline 's website , so  I  ca  n't  honestly    answer    this  one  .  "  # Petersen was n't much more upbeat . 

118 with questions in these photo ops ,  because  he  would  not    answer    them  .  Thomas  was  furious . " We do n't have to 

119 Fosdick or someone else . # Only  speculation  is  available  to    answer    the  question  of  whether  King was conscious of his offense and 

120 were both charged after the melee  and  are  scheduled  to    answer    misdemeanor  battery  and  disorderly  conduct charges 

121 calls from the front office . Will  she  come  up  and    answer    the  telephone  for  a  few minutes ? Dearth jumps at the chance 

122 toasty numbers , and see if the  furnace  remembers  how  to    answer    the  call  for  heat  . Maybe you can stand the suspense , 

123 can cause real harm . CHOPRA :  And  ,  Drew  ,    answer    this  question  ,  because  you 're the expert . A number of 

124 go up a lot higher in the  future  .  HANNITY  :    Answer    the  question  .  Do  you support raising those taxes ? Do you 

125 stuff . We 'll tell you what  to  do  when  we    answer    our  viewer  mail  .  " Top Tips " is next . (COMMERCIAL-BREAK) 

126 can not address the problem of militias  in  Baghdad  unless  we    answer    the  problem  --  address  the problem of the insurgency in western 

127 . Very good , very good .  OK.  Dr-McGRAW  :  But    answer    the  question  .  Do  you get a payoff from that ? TROY 

128 this one from Chris Bovitz in Lakeville  ,  Minnesota  .  I    answer    the  phone  differently  when  I know the caller vs. not knowing the 

129 your father 's or your mother 's  work  ...  NORM  :    Answer    the  question  .  Prof-CLAYTON  : ... you get coordination of 

130 . Sen. ORRIN HATCH : More than  happy  to  have  you    answer    that  .  LISA  WETZEL  : No , sir . The only information 

131 would you do with people like you  ?  But  before  you    answer    that  ,  tell  us  this : what would you be doing if 

132 I 'm sorry . That 's not  the  point  now  so    answer    it  .  Father  STRAVINSKAS  : But the point to the matter is 

133 last 20 seconds- Mr. CUNNINGHAM : -sure  KOPPEL  -and  try  and    answer    my  question  .  What  are the chances that the power companies are 

134 this country WALLACE And Mr. Baroody ,  in  10  seconds  ,    answer    the  same  question  .  Mr. BAROODY : Well , I would agree 

135 , so they wont be scared off  if  the  wolves  actually    answer    them  .  Now  heres  Dave price with a final check of the 

136 professor of finance at Boston University and  MIT  ,  and  I    answer    your  questions  about  personal  finance . Those who are familiar 

137 can take on the substance of that  .  But  first  ,    answer    this  question  about  the  time , maybe , because this is where 

138 me . The appropriate protocol is to  answer  the  question  .    Answer    the  question  .  DURBIN:  If you 're not quiet we 'll have 

139 enjoy , enjoy . And we 'll  have  them  dance  and    answer    your  questions  .  GEORGE-STEPHANOPOU#  (Off-camera) We got 

140 your tax records up for 17 years  and  at  the  moment    answer    any  question  .  Or  maybe instead you want to go back to 

141 She 's out there , seeking ,  giving  interviews  .  MURPHY#    Answer    questions  about  your  child  . What the hell is wrong with you 

142 for the babies . So who 's  to  teach  school  ?    Answer    me  that  ,  Mrs.  Platt . " # But it was the 

143 , " I still have ears .  "   #  "  Then    answer    me  .  Some  of  the candies are missing . Have you been 

144 to reply . I want to think  about  this  before  I    answer    you  ,  anyway  .  Thanks for the news , I guess . 

145 . " # I ask what he  means  .   #  "    Answer    me  this  question  :  Which is more precious , a genuine Picasso 

146 'D ) (into the mike )  Leigh  ?  Metzger  ,    answer    me  !  METZGER  'S  VOICE I 'm at the hospital . # 

147 delay the start of the lesson .  Miss  Benson  tried  to    answer    every  one  ,  seemingly  unaware of their delaying tactics . 

148 were heard approaching , Robert said goodnight  .  She  did  not    answer    him  .  He  thought  she was asleep . Again she watched his 

149 still breathless from my little run .   #  He  did  n't    answer    me  ,  but  stared  out toward the pond the way he always 

150 'll never fulfill your promise . "   #  Boshen  could  not    answer    Yang  .  Afterwards  ,  Yang started to go out more often , 

151 's business . You think you can  sit  here  and  not    answer    me  ,  but  you  can just go waltzing along , exposing my 

152 sculpture , and other media , but  we  are  unable  to    answer    them  by  mail  .  Those deemed of general interest will be answered 

153 . And in his mind Topliff whispered  frantically  ,  Do  n't    answer    him  .  Do  n't  talk back . # " And it is 

154 'll pass on its merits . Mr.  WILL  :  Well  ,    answer    me  this  .  How  many Republicans are influenced by sort of 

155 filling the desert air with ooohs and  aaahs  .  Distant  coyotes    answer    in  parody  .  There  's a tap on my shoulder -- it 

156 . # " I 'm not a  virgin  ,  "  I    answer    ,  startling  us  both  . # " Hello . " He pretends 

157 folks in Dayton so passionately religious  ?  "  Daytonians  would    answer    :  "  Why  is  everyone else not ? " There are places 

158 n't say I was hung up on  it  ,  "  I    answer    evenly  .  "  Hey  , you know what I think ? " 

159 What happened ? " # But Miss  Mary  Philpot  could  not    answer    yet  .  The  past  was heavy again , as if she were 

160 Mom asked as we drove home .  When  I  did  n't    answer    right  away  ,  she  said , " Not great , I guess 

161 # Dave turned to his boy to  see  that  he  would    answer    properly  ,  and  Burley  , grinning , said , " Doing about 

162 your telephone rings , meditation can be  used  .  Do  n't    answer    right  away  ;  smile  and practice one breath in and one breath 

163 under pressure in Olympic history  .  The  British  women    answer    at  the  rowing  venue  at Eton Dorney . A Saudi Arabian woman 

164 an answer . I answered the other  day  .  McEWEN  :    Answer    today  ;  do  you  think that she should skate in the Olympics 
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165 the expectation that she will either be  unable  or  unwilling  to    answer    .  She  answers  with  remarkable candor , even recommending 

166 person from Ohio today about security policy  ,  he  will  not    answer    about  the  threat  from  Michigan , but start talking about Russia , 

167 's not an easy question for a  financially  troubled  client  to    answer    ,  Simons  admits  .  A small dot-com with few assets probably wo 

168 . But where is man simpliciter  ?  What  does  Tocqueville    answer    when  we  ask  him  , What is man -- neither aristocratic nor 

169 old men who occasionally rant and take  advantage  ?  And  I    answer    ,  because  he  is  a sensitive young man and is therefore willing 

170 " There was no one at the  sinks  and  no  P117    answer    from  any  of  the  stalls . Resigned , Sybill began to nudge 

171 skunk and her fingers are broke !  "  Sarina  could  not    answer    .  She  was  totally  shit-faced . " Honey ? " Mrs. Summers 

172 ? Is that it , Father ?  "  Before  Tom  could    answer    ,  the  penitent  whispered  , " Hate the sin , not the 

173 Halfway out the car door , I  did  n't  bother  to    answer    .  "  Please  stay  on the line , " she said . 

174 I was doing . # I let  myself  pretend  I  would    answer    .  #   "  Owning  the world , " I would say around 

175 , the dancing pig 's eyes ,  and  she  did  n't    answer    .  Instead  she  turned  her back and began sharpening pencils . 

176 Buma said to the Boy . #  The  Boy  did  not    answer    .  #   Then  it  was over . Jabo , his teeth like 

177 written you ? " I asked .   #  She  did  n't    answer    .  #   On  the  other side of the street Domingo passed by 

178 was planning to sue . At first  ,  she  did  n't    answer    .  She  just  sniffed  a lot . Then she said , " 

179 Such behavior embarrasses her and she does  not  know  how  to    answer    .  #   "  Your  baby is well ? " he says , 

180 There is always this and the way  sometimes  you  do  n't    answer    .  "  It  's  Lillian , " she says , walking quickly 

181 Yet to Come ? Narr. 3 :  The  spirit  does  n't    answer    but  points  toward  the  window with its hand- All Scrooge can see 

182 Closed shop , or what ? "   #  Before  I  can    answer    ,  Ray  chimes  in  , " Maybe you two should work a 

183 his relief , Rilla takes off the  skull  before  he  can    answer    .  #   "  You  lost your chance there , Ferrell . I 

184 was n't supposed to be funny ?  "  She  did  n't    answer    ,  but  I  could  feel the waves of anger right through the 

185 Senora Rosalia , is that you ?  "  We  did  n't    answer    .  We  stayed  glued  to the ground . I felt Victoria reach 

186 are you doing that now ? "   #  She  did  n't    answer    .  #   "  Come  on , Ellie , stop doing that . 

187 , " someone would say . #  And  someone  would  likely    answer    ,  "  They  should  of made an exception and let him make 

188 " Where 'd Daddy go ? "   #  She  did  n't    answer    but  countered  stiffly  ,  " I had things for you to do 

189 we heard the knock at the door  ,  Josh  ran  to    answer    ,  magic  trick  in  hand : he 'd brought something that looked 

190 I pose questions , none of which  she  particularly  cares  to    answer    .  #   From  what  I can gather the ocean is a very 

191 , and the sacrament continues . In  the  second  before  they    answer    ,  though  ,  I  hold my breath and look around , trying 

192 Serbs . This question would require a  lot  more  time  to    answer    .  But  the  initial  and most important aggressor was the Yugoslav 

193 pointed out that science wisely sidesteps  questions  it  can  not    answer    ,  especially  those  regarding  the singular event and the 

194 You 're coming by ? " I  smile  but  do  n't    answer    .  It  's  been  a month , after all , and I 

195 call back people in the original random  sample  who  do  n't    answer    or  refuse  to  cooperate  on the first try . Bad polls -- 

196 it will encourage more violence . "  Subsistence  farms  are  n't    answer    Viane  says  the  government  wants to get beyond simply handing out 

197 do n't know everything . They ask  questions  you  ca  n't    answer    ,  "  he  said  . " The pain is still there . 

198 to take a running leap into poetry  .  I  try  to    answer    ,  as  best  I  can , some of the most basic questions 

199 many white South Africans , it is  a  simple  question  to    answer    .  #   People  like  Coetzee , a member of the right-wing 

200 it like to have breakfast ? '  You  ca  n't  really    answer    .  "  #   *  Do n't you consider blockbusters beneath you ? 
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